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IEPA urged
to close lab
in Carbondale
By David Sheets
StaHWriter

The Illinois Auditor General
nls advised the Illinois En·
vit'onmental
Protection
Agency to close its two-person
clean water testing lab in
Carbondale.
The advisory was listed in a
recent audit report of Illinois'
laboratory services.
According to the report, the
auditor general's office ruled
that " closing the lab would be
more efficient in terms of
personnel, supplies and ad·
ministrative expenses." and
suggested that the (EPA
relocate its equipm!;nt and
personn~l

in Champo.ign.

The report, however, is onl)'
advisory a nd the !EPA h.as yet
to study the feasibil ity of'the
closure, said Cinda Scbien, a n
!EPA spokeswoman.
David Oberman, supervisor
of the a udit, said his office
arrived at its conclusion after
a sta tewide study of !EPA's
Iahs last August and Septernber.
An earlier audi t of the state's
toxicology Iahs in Chicag ~
"turned up instances of
duplicated service" with the
!EPA, "so we decided to take a
look at the !EPA as well," be
said.
Carbondale h.as "such a
small lab and !EPA officials
told us their Ch.ampaign office
could h.andle the caseload,"
Oberman said.
AdditiooaJJy, the report said
the !EPA " foresaw no p,-oblem
in delivering timely service" if
the Carbondale lab were
closed.
But Rollie Conder, Murphysboro Water and Sewer
Department superintendent,
said relocating the Carbondale
lab " would be unllandy" for
communities in the area .
Conder explained that water
samples must be tested within
30 hours of their coDection.
Shipping tbe samples to
Ch.ampaign could mean a 3().
plus hour delay, which would
mean h.aving new samples
sent.
" It would probatlly be a 36 to
48-hour wait" on a single water
sample test " before we could
cancel a 'boil order' alert" for
a community, he said.
Wh.at's more, " U you h.ave a
boil order," a warning to a
communi!-; iliat aD of its
...".idents boil their water
before: consumption, " and
your'rt waiting on the results,
and they ask for another
SM IEPA, P_15

This Morning
Philadelphia paper

gets 3 Pulitzers
-,page 10

BasebaIIers meet
Wichita in 4 games
-Sports28
Pertly cloudy,

ea.
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Moment of reflection

b y Bill W.. ,

, Michael Lach, first-year law student, "'k"" a swl:;) of soda while studying c riminal j ustice.Thursdloy in Wakeland Hall.
I

In search of ••• a president
Panel reviews credentials
of 80 possible SIU-C chiefs
By Carolyn Schmidt
Staff Writer

The presidential search
advisory committee evaluated
the credentials of about 80
candidates at a meeting at the
Ramada Ion in Carbondale
Tbursday.
The applications and
nomina tions of 122 candidates
were narrowed to about 80
after the search firm of
Heidrick and Struggles Ioc.
checked to see which nominees
were interested in the position,
Lawrence Dennis, search
committee cI1airman said.
Heidrick and Struggles Inc.
was to meet wi th -the com-

mi ttee but was unable to fly to
Carbondale from Chicago
Thursday because of unfavorable wea ther conditions,
Dennis said.
Heidrick and Struggles was
to brinR files on candidates
wbo h.ad a pplied or were
nominated for sru-c president
within the last week , Dennis
said. A meeting will be
scheduled with Heidrick and
Struggles il'. about two weeks
to look over those files, he said.
Dennis said the fll'm h.as not
seen wbo is interested in the
position among the 2G-'..j newer
nom u.ees and a pplicants.
The commIttee s tarted

studying the 80 candidates'
dossiers at about 10 a .m.
Ch.ancellor Lawrence Pettit
joine.! the meeting at about 3
p . m . and listened to
evaluations made by commi ~tee members. Pettit h.as
said he hopes to recommend
his choice for sru-c president
at the July Board of Trustees
mee';na.
~ said be thought ooe
day was an adequate amount
of time to look over tile 80
dossieres and sbare ideas
about them.
" We'd h.ave liked longer, but
I think it was enough time to
accomplish wh.at we h.ad to do,
which is only preliminary,"
Dennis said.
1be 19-member committee,
which h.ad not previously seen
the nominations and applications, was divided into

four groups during the
evaluation process. Dennis,
who received the nominations
and applications about a week
ago, did not participate in the
evaluation groups.
The ca ndidates were
categorized in terms of wh.at
qualities were ap,lTopriate for
SMSEARCH, Page 15

Gus Bode

9"
G... u y. maybe thay' ll find a
president by the time our kids
.18rI ·c oIlege.

No. 1 teacher praises Illinois school system
By Laura Milbrat h
StaffWriler

Teachers ir. illinois wbo
are faced with money
shortages and Joss of school
progra ms need to tell
parents and community
members that " there are
tremendous tbings bappening in the schools of
Illinois ," said Charles
Bowen, illinois Teacher of
the Year for 198&87•
Bowen, ~ fifth-grade
teacher at Jefferson
Elementary School in
Morton, was visiting sru-c
as a guest of the College of

Edl'cation for the college's
ant 131 Career Day.

BOWEN SPOKE Thursday in the Student Center
about his ohservations of
educational programs in
lliinois, cI1aracteristics of
teachers and his unique
teaching methods.
As be traveled through
DIioois and visited schools,
Bowen said be was warned
about the mediocrity of the
school systems. " I h.aven' t
found it, " hesaid.
Instead, be h.as found
" vibrant teachers who are

excited about wh.at they are
doing," be said.
HE ALSO saw many
students u who are interested, who are growing
and wbo are beginning to do
high order cognitive things
and not just low knowledge
level things that I h.ave been
told to expect," besaid.
Bowen, who has taught in
Morton for 13 years, left
teaching for one year in 197980 because of frustrations
with his salary aod lack of
SMTEACHER, P_15

GPSC elects new president, vice presidents
By Tracy Bertoni
StaHWriler

DarreD Johnson, doctoral
student in philosophy, is the
new president of the Graduate
and Professional Student
Council
Charlotte Bowens, doctoral
studen! in rehabilitation, was
elected vice president of administrative affairs, aod Paul
Antooacci, graduate sludent in
agriculture, was elected vice
president of graduate school

affairs in the electioo Wednesday in tile Student Center
Mississippi Room.
In other business, Peter
'Frederick was nominated to
run for one of tbe four
graduate council positions.
Nominated at the previous
meeting were Marilyn
Karaffa, Joe Phillips aod
BarbenI Jahn.
Council member Eric
Landrum said nomina tions
can be made l&! night of tile

electioo, April 29, but Ihoee
nominated will be write-in
candidates . In
otber
business, the GPSC allocated
$500 to the African Student
Association's "Africa Week,"
to be held fram May 5 to t . TIle
event, witb the theme
-'Cultural Identity Crisis," wiD
inchade lectures, films and a
dance.
In other business, former
presiden/. of tbe Undergraduate
Student

Orgallization Phil Lyons,
d<,claring his credentials for
slut.\ent trustee, sa;J he has
beer, at every meeting onbc
S[1j Board of Trustees since
ApriIlgeO and is familiar with
tile issues facing tile board.
sru-c aod SIU-E each have
a student trustee who serves
011 tile board. Sludent trustee
votes are advisory.
TIle sludent trustee election
wiD be held April28.
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Hong Kong to remain capitalist for 100 years
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POpe keeps tradition I,y washing priests' feet
ROME (UP!) - Pope John Paul n, in keeping with a 14-

.

PRAYER, STUDY AND
FELLOW SHIP GROU PS .

WBY SHOULD WOllllEN SUPPORT
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING?

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (UP!) - Police surrounded ,a
military base where a rebelli~ junio~ officer holed up to,~~old
prosecution for allegedly torturmg prisoners durmg the dirty
war" against dissent waged by the former milita~ gove~ent
in the 1970s, President Raul Allonsm called a CriSIS meeliog of
his Cabinet to deal with the rebellion led by army Maj. Ernesto
Barreiro, who vowed to ignore a subpoena to appear at a civilia n
C(oW't hearing on the charge;:

century-old tradition, washed the feet of 12 priests Thursday at a
mass recalling the last supper of Christ and his apostles. The
Holy Thursday rite in the Basilica of St John in Lateran opened
the most solemn period of the liturg ical year, marking the
betrayal, crucifixion and burial of Christ, which precede the
joyous Easter SWlday mass of his resurrection.

CH I LD CAR E PRO VIDED

PLACE: StudeDt CeDter
K_k_lda Room

Officer accused of torture
takes refuge in Army base

BEIJING (UP!) - Hong Kong, the British colony slated to be
returned to Chinese control in 1997, will keep its capitalist system
" for 100 years" thereafter, twice as long as the treaty guarantees, Chinese leader Den Xiapong said Thursday . Under an
agreement signed by China and Britain on Dec. 19, 1984, Hong
Kong will reta in its capitalist economy lor 50 years and remain
an international financial center after it reverts to Chinese rule
on July I , 1997. But Deng told a meeting of the Hong Kong Basic
Law Drafting Committee in the Great HaU of the People, " Hong
Kong will remain unchanged for 100 years, so long as the
Communist Party is in power."

Gunmen miss Mafia boss; hit, wound his sister
CROTONE, Italy (uP !) - Six gunmen forced their way into a
city hospital at gunpoint and tried to kill a rival Mafia boss today
but missed their target and severely wrunded the gangster's
sister, Police identified the intended victim as Bruno Dima , 'n, a
Calabrian Mafia boss who is in the Crotone hospita l recovering
from fractures sustained when rival gangsters blew him up with
a car bomb April 1. Dima's sister Rosa, :n, was staying in his
bospital room to look after him when the gunmen forced their
way up to Dima's third floor room around 3 a ,m ,

2 Happy Hours

Process to determine Marine's fate delayed
QUANTICO, Va. (UP!) - The criminal proceeding to deter-

3-7& 9-1
OJ Show 3-1

mine wbether sgt. Clayton Lonetree will be court-martialed for
esllionage recessed Tbursday until May 11 because of new

eVIdence submitted by the Navy, the Marine's att.. mey said.
Attorney William Kunstler said he requested the delay because
of the volume of new "vidence presented by the Naval Investigative Service, and the Marine prosecution team headed by
Maj. Frank Short agreed to his request.

Judge says Secord need not release records
WASHINGTON (UPl) - A federal judge denied a bid Thur:;;lay by Ser.ate investigators to compel retired Air Force Maj.
Gen, Richard Secord to release his foreign bank records, U,S,
District J udge Aubrey Robinson, who earlier called the move to
force S<!COrd to sign over his records a " charade," said: "The
court shall deny the committee's application as violative of
Secord's Fifth Amendment right against compelled selfincrimination." Robinson had a cknowledged earlier his ruling
likely would be appealed.
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Lightning may have caused rocket to crash
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPl) - An Atlas-Centaur rocket
des~ed after launch in a rainstorm last month W:IS hit by up to
nine lightning bolts, and instrument readings before liftoff
showed a high potential for electrical activity, NASA revealed
Thursday. In a major breakthrough, the rocket's electronic
brain, sealed and intact, was pulled from the ocean later in the
day.

Weinberger suspicious of Soviet's 'glasnMot'
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
warned Tbursdaf the Soviets may be using their " gtasnost" or
openneu campaign as a cover for their worldwide espionage
programs. "I hope 'glasnost' is a reality," Weinberger told a
Iuncheoo of The Navy League, an unofficial organization
dedicated to maintaining a strong Navy. " But one is permitted to
be Ii bit ~ous when we know that behind it lurks the cootiauwB threat of Soviet espiooage."
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Jeremy Bass, S·year-old son of Chris Ba.. of
Murphysboro, hund a new, but maybe more

painful, way to end a ride on the swing at
Evergreen Terrace Park Thursday morning.

Jeremy, his mom and some of his friends braved
the chilly weather to play outside.

------------------ --------------~

Challenge conventional thinking, editor says
By William Brady
Staff Writ",

Much of the conventional
thinking tbat is guiding
educational reform must he
challenged if the United Stales
is to remain No . 1
technologically
and
economically, says David P.
Snyder, a former consultant to
the Research and Development Corp. , a think tank.
Snyder, lifestyles editor of
The Futurist magazine, spoke
Thursday afternoon to faculty

and students in the Student
Center Auditorium on "Future
Forces
in
American
Education."
The United Stales is ex·
periencing truly revolutionary
times, he said. " We are going
from an industrial·based
society to a knowledge-based
society. '
Educators, Snyder said,
must anticipate such a future
because of their crudal role in
determining the nation·s
future. They must provide
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Movie
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students the intellectudi ,,,,,,Is
needed for a knowledge-based
society if the United Stales is
to remain a d01Jlinant nation,
he said.
Snyder ga ve recom·
mendations for educational
innovations that ",ouId provide
the intellectual tools. His
recommendations were baseO
on research he conducted.
Rewriting course materials
to include such elements as
clear oullines, statements of
purpose and concrete

examples of theoretical
concepts was one innovation.
Jlesearch lest results for such,
he said, showed a 50 to 100
percent increase in stud~"t
performance.
Another
innovation
recommended by Sny(\er was
experiential !carning . As
opposed to rote lea:ning w!>ere
facts and figures lire taughi,
experiential learning provides
students knowledge on how to
use and apply their rote
learnin!; in real world

;
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situations, he said.
E.Ir.cci~ntiaJ learning em·
pl~ 1S cun k1Uum that requires
analyzing
problems
systematically, gathering and
organizing information ,
identifying and comparing
alternative
solutions ,
prioritizing and planning
purposeful tasks and im·
plementing and evaluating
specific actions, Snyder said.
Tests also indicate that
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Society fails sex ed
A RECENT POLL conducted by People magazine disclosed
some a larming facts about higb school and college students '
attitudes toward contraception. The poll found that only 39
percent of high school students Gnd 58 percent of college students
used contraceptives during sex. Tne poll also found that more
than half of the high school students - 56 percent - and 50
percent of the college stt!;l'!llts surveyed felt abortion was the
best method of birth control.
U anything, the poll indicates a fundamental failure of
American SOCiety to inculcate its youth with responsible attitudes toward sex and birth cootrol
The United States has one of Iii<! highest teen pregnancy rates
in the world. According to a 1985 study by the Allan Guttmacher
Institute, a U.S.-hased population research group, the pregnancy
rate for Americans between 15 and 19 years old was 96 per
thousand. 10 contrast, the rate in France was 43 per thousand
a nd in Sweden 35 per thollsand.
The s tudy suggested tJlree reasons for the high teen pregnancy
rate in America : contraceptives are hard to get, sex education is
not widely promoted in schools and CO'lservative attitudes
toward sex preva il in American society. Combined, these tJtree
factors prevent teenagers from learning until its too late about
the risk of pregnancy and the s teps that can be taken to guard
against it.
EVEN THE MOST cursory exarrunation of American sexual
mores s hows that the Guttma cher reP'lrt is r ight on the mark.
The last state s tatute on the books prohiiliting the sale of contraceptives was repealed in New Englar.d just last year. Conservative religious groups continue th' ,ir campa ign aga inst sex
education in America's schools, while a t the sa me time ra iling
aga inst abortion.
Tbe television networks carry programs that pr""ent sex as a
" no-risk" venture, while steadfasUy refusing to air advertisements for contraceptives for fear of offending public
taste. (In all fairness, we must note that one network recenUy
aired a program that presented 3 highly realis tic portrayal of
tee-.age pregnancy. Unfortunately, such programs are the exception rather than the rule.)
Many parents still swear by the inane belief that sex education
will only encourage sexual activity among teenacers . But th~
Guttmacher study found that European teens are no more
sexually active than their U.S. counterparts, despite the wide
availability of sex education and contra ceptives in European
countries. Besides, teenagers probably always will experiment
with sex. Surely it is better to be certain they know the risks and
have something to prevent their experiments from going awry
thai' to just ignore that fact.
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Letters
Marines face spies or celibacy
The Marines that guard the
American embassies have the
title " On The Minute." When
an emergency arises they are
prepared_ This explains why
the president has them
stationed at every U.S. embaosy. All men wishing to
become an erroassy guard
undergo a training program
tougher than !.ootcamp. Each
is also subjected to an S.B.I
(Special Background Investigation). Tbe investigators
can cancel a security
clearance for the smallr.5t 01
reasons, i.e., cheating on a test
in high school or cutting
classes too often.
The guards, once accepted,
are put on a two-year it'lli" of
duty serving one year each :.t
two separate embassies. While
at their new duty stations, they
have little Dr no extended
leaves. Instead, they are encouraged to take advantage of
I

FOHTUNATELY, ATTITUDES toward sex education seem to
be d1anging. A recent Gallup poll found that seven in 10
Americans favor providing sex education in grades four tJtrough
eight. ' tlpport for sex educatioo in elementary school has been
increasing steadily, the poll found, from a rate of 45 percent in
1981 to 52 percent in 1985 and 71 percent in 1987.
Much of the change in public sentiment _ros tied to fear of
AIDS more than anything else. It is unfortuna te indeed that it
took a crisis of such magnitude to shake society out of its oldfashioned modesty.

Opinions
from elsewhere

Pakistan still troubled
in to Soviet intimida tioo.
This country is now weighing
another installment of its
military aid package for
Pakistan. But the United
States should maintain its
pressue 00 Pakistan to halt
development of its nuclear
weapons program. Nuclear
nonproliferation is also a
major U.S. interest.
This country should also
take into account the concerns
0( a nervous India, which has
fought three wars with
Pakisu.n in recent times.

Chicago Tribune

The Soviet Union keeps
talking ai>oul withdrawing its
occ upation force from
Afganistan and seeking a
conclusion to the war that has
bogged it down there for going
00 eight years.
But Afghan p'ilots flying

s:fe:n~o:=edto bybo~
refugee villages across the
border in neighboring
Pakistan. The United Stales
and Pakistan should not cave

Doonesbury

what the surroundings have to
offer, including the female
population. The procreative
eagerness taught to the young
Marines is in direct ·: onflict
with the directive not to
associate with people of lhe
communist persuasion. Yet
both ideas originate from the
sameplace.
In the past several days, the
U.S. Marines stationed in U'"
Soviet Union have been
recieving some pretty heavy
P .R. Sex, extortion and
I!Spiooage have been plastered
across every newspaper. As a
one-time member of the
United States Marine Corps
and in particular as an intelligence clerk wbo had to go
throuJ(h the rigflr'. of being
checked for
security
clearance, I can say the whole
thing is being pushed in the
W1"9II8 directioo. Rather than
capitalizing on this live and in-
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security clearances more

s trict, give the guards a
regular extended leave, and
don't stick Clem in isolated
countries for long durations of
tinle.
Everyone blam:>s everyone
else for spying. Uutil changes
are made, a Marine can either
take a chance 00 getting
caught while negotiating a
horizontal detente, or he
remains celihate for a whole
year. He will either receive
punishment for being a traitor,
or be will face the punishment
of going from an active libido
to ooe that is nonexistent. A
person joins the Marines to
serve his country, not to suffer
for it-Michael While, exMarine, freshman, radio·
television.

Marriott ousts Uons in poor P. R. decision
I want to express my
disappointment in a recent
management decision made
by the Marriott personnel at
the Student Center. Tbe Lion's
Club of Carbondale has held
their annual spring pancake
day on the Saturday of
Springfest under a tent near
Anthony Hall. With much
appreciation, they have had
very successful days there,
which they attribute to the

well-organized Springfest and
the many sru-c students,
faculty, staff and community
people in attendance.
What a disappointment when
they were told by sru-c personnel that they would not be
allowed to have their pancake
day 00 campus dunng this
yea'-'s Springfest because
Mal ;ott Food Services did not
W8J. the competition!
The Lions contibute all

proceeds to charitable causes.
Their activities include
dona ting eye glasses to the
needy, eye research and a
recently formed cornea bank.
What a poor public relations
nove by Marriott! The CarIx ndale community supports
p',ncake days, and I'm sure
tOOy r!lntribute to the attendance at Springfest. Sandra Walker t f ecretary.
b ealtb education.

Blacks can truly understand discrimination
This is in response to the
letter written by Sacdra
Nowers, " Letter took a cbeap

shot

ia" 'racist race'"

( 4-9 ),

I

totally disagree with you, Ms.
Nowers. What you fail to
realize is that the reason
blacks exclude themselves is
beca\lF.ie the majority of the

time, we aren't accepted in
white organiza lions and if we
are, we have to culturally
assimilate ourselves. (I am
black, therefore I know what it
is like to be discriminated
against) .
I agree, the majority 0( the
people have to look for racism,

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
NO. SIR- I 00N7 71/N( I III4S

color soap-opera, we should be
pushing for reform to prevent
this embarassing Situation
from happening again. Make

but we do not, because sooner
or later we will hav,; cootact
with it. Obviously you have
never experienced a racist
situatioo, so until you do, you
should think before you accuse
a race, wbo is a minority, of
being prejudiced. bjl
Radd, sophomore.
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Letters

l lim;t!pel
I P'ZZO

DE at fault for unknown candidates I~M.dium
Did I miss something? I was
pleased to see the DE give
some coverage of the USC
presidential hopefuls in the
Opinions and Commentary
section (4-14 ) , but why wasn't
there coverage of the can·
didates
for
st udent
representatives fo r the
coDeges on campus? I decided
to show my support for our
campus government by voting
and when I received my
ballots, all I found were the

names of people I had never
heard of and spaces for writein candidates.

If I had know that there was

a lack of candidates prior to
my visi t to the polis, I would
have a ttempted to find a
representatIve (rom my
college (Education) to run. As
a student, I am often wrongly
accused of being apathetic
because of my lack of participation and my lack of

knowledge about vot! ng :md
candidates. My sow'ce ,,{ in{ormation about such i:!.fltters

is the Daily Egyptian. 1n it, I
find an ad placed by the USC
telli.ng me where to vote and
when. I have no source of in-
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presidential hopefuls. Yes, I
would say that I definitelv
missed something. - Jiil
Rogers . s ophomore, early
childhood education.

I wi tness something a few
nigh ts ago ( H ) which caused
me tv not only ask questions,
but strengthen a negative
realization of mine. I listened
to Ted Koppel's interview of AI
Campanis on Nightline, and
Campanis (the vir;e president
of the Los Angeles Dodgers)
spoke on his relatir,nship with
baseball's first black player,
Jackie Robinson. The thing
that hit me the hardest was
Campar.is's commp.!lt as to
why there weren' t any black
general managers in major
league basebalL He st.,ted that
" blacks don' t ha ve the
necessities" for such tasks,
a nd he said it as if he really
believed it. Campanis also
stated that he only looks a t the
physical attributes of black
ballplayers and bow they play
the game mentally. Granted,
Campanis doesn't speak for
every white man, but he sure
said a lot of things I've heard
come from whi te men 's

For too long, bla<!ks have but as Car as runmng a
been considered inferior in baseball learn, they don't have
almost everything we do. the intelligence."
Well, for a man who played
Everyone says what great
athletes we are, but they on the same team with
(whites) feel we aon't ha ve the baseball's first black, and for a
brains for much else. Well, man whon had worked in
someOOdy's asleep! And a baseball very successfully for
statement like " blacks aren't over four decades, I see now
intelligent enougb to bold any that AI Campanis is the
position of authority I" coming unintelligent one.
from Campanis, is ludicrous !
Black people show inHe even said that blacks don't telligence when given the
have the desire to be in top chance to, and evell when they
positio!l5. If anything, I believe aren't pressured to - because
that black people have more blacks are intelligent as a
desire to succeed than any whole. Black people have just
other race of people. My as many tools and necessities
reason is becaase for too long, to be successful. And when
whites have been reluctant to given the chance, black people
give up th ei r pow e rful ha ve the desire to reach the
po siti ons t h at t h ey ' ve top. When statements spoken
established ; be it in baseball, in the 1980s come from the
or as the head of a major news narrow-mi nded thinking of the
network (there are no blacw; 19605, we, as black people, are
there, either). Some might sa;- right back where we starblacks don't try hard enough. ted ... only getting reassura nce
It's quite hard to move to the and praise from each other,
top when those you are passing moving seemingly in place, at
mouths . He went on about bow up are white and disagree of a snail's pace, on a long road
blacks weren't good swimmers
backwards .. .like we're exI>=use they don' t have the ~!:.~ ~:~~~:s ca~a,~..:~~ pected to. ... - Bill Hebert,
necessary ingredients.
the field , or in the cotton field, junior, radi~television.

Disillusioned black youths turn to streets
their communities. TI:it:o occasionally these communities
are suddenly confronted with
tarnishing headlines of drugs,
racism, suicide and other
crimes often t raced to
unemployment and school
dropouts.
Therefore, these local
citizens feel e,'ery minute
process or resource should be
used to prevent this from
happening to their youth in
their All-American City. Martha Farris, assistant chair
of the labor committee,
Carbondale NAACP .

Amnesty International favors communists
Linda G. Nelson wrote a
letter (4-14 ) concerning
Amnesty International ' s
coope ration with SILASC
(Southern
Illinoi~- Latin
America Solidarity Comittee)
in procuring an anti~ontra
speaker. I was quite happy to
see that letter because I was
beginning to feel like -a voice
crying in the wilderness
concerning SILASC's procommunist stance. It would
not be difficult to associate
I>oth AI and SlLASC with attempts to help the Sandinista
communists get away with
many murders.
If AI is not communist, or at
i~ast
a sympathizing
organization, why is it that
they can only fmel abuses
among the U.S. and her aIli$?
There can be no debate alDOl;;;
honest, reasonable people that
!be Sovi.e t Union an 1 her allies
are the worst aousers of
human rigbts in buman
history. Wily is it that AI has
nothing to say about the Gulag,
(a system of slavery in the
Soviet Union without which the
Soviet economy would

collapse)? How does AI Wnk
all the great projects were
built? They were built by
slaves owned a nd operated by
the govc.-nment of the Soviet
Union !
With all ::''lese things upon
which to report, what does AI
spend most of its time
reporting? South Africa, Chile,
the Contras, the Angolan
resistance, etc. Why this
sudden interest in antic ommu nist
guerrilla
organUlitiOllS? Could it be
b(!ca\\se they are anticommunist?
J{ AI is coocemed with
abuses
by
guerrilla
orgilnizatiOllS where were they
wh--.m the Viet Cong were
disemboweling people as
examples to others not to defy
the ve', forced cooscription of
young men? Where was AI
when it was revealed that
SWAPO was taJting whole
villages of black Nambians
and selling them as slaves ,
using ·the young women as
breeders to ensure future

: ~ ~I l

I ~ ~I

~d~:!iO~th:lbO~ana';he ~~

Come Celebrate
Easter with Us •••

AI Campanis is ignorant of black potential

Peraaps readers reAd my black citizens as a result of
letter in the Sunday, March 29 certain actions regardless of
issue of the Southern hr.-n· they are labeled.
The 0 . . Ilv written letter
Illinoisan. This letter, edited
a nd entitled " Racist Ap- stated ~ black parents
througbolo
t America arE
pearance" by the editors, left
out some points I feel should be seeing growing numbers of
disillusioned youth becoming
made more clearly.
society's parasites - even
An example, " Many Blacks criminals ig nor in g en are no longer interested in couragement to stay in school
whether or not actions are and become law-abiding
la beled racist" was not citizens. Insle/.J they are
followed by my statement that going for " big money" via
blacks' real concerns are the " street education" when they
negative social and economic feel there is little or no hope for
problems for I>oth white and " better" higher paying jobs in

:

I

troops and using children as

I:~i;~ :alUe70ro~?~~

then I>oth AI and SWAPO
recieve support from the
World Council of Churches.
This last statement is easily
proven upon request. Why
hasn't AI said anything about
the slave markets of Libya?
I suppose it's difficult to find
this information. I had to read
three news magazines to get it.
However, wben you have
people like SlLASC screaming
about a few relatively welldocumented cases of abuses
it's tempting to dwell on them
because it takt:S little effort.
AI, you should beware. Your
course is being charted by
organizations that are undoubtedly communist. The
people of the free world will
not long tolerate " view of
human rights that. is totally
based against thero and their
allies . Your already thin
credibility is
iaappearing
altogether. - Jeffrey W.
SeIfert, lealar. ~ p.eerml,
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Letters
DE
at fault for unknown candidates
Did.
I miss some thing? I was
to see the DE give
some coverage of the USC
presidential hopefuls in the
Opinions a nd CommentAry
section (4-14 ), but why wasn't
there coverage of the cand id ates
fo r
s tud e nt
r epres entat iv e s for the
colleges on campus? I decided
to show my support for our
campus govenlment by voting
a nd when I received my
ballots, all I found were the
plea.~

names of people I had never
hear d of ~ n d s paces for wri tein candidates_

U I bad know that there was
a lack of candidates prior to
my visit to the polls , I would
bave attempted to find a
representallve from my
college (Educa tion ) to run. As
a s tudent, I am often wrongly
accused of being apathetic
b<:cause of my lack of part;cipalion and my lack of

knowledge a bout voting and
candida tes. My source of information about such matters
is the Daily Egyptian. In it, I
find an ad placed by the USC
telling me where to vote and
when. I have no source of in-
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For too long, blacks bave
been considered inferior in
almost everything we do.
Everyone says wbat great
athletes we are, but they
(whites) feel we don 't have the
brains for much else. Well,
somebody's asleep! And a
statement like "blacks aren't
intelligent enough to hold any
position of authority tI coming
from Campanis, is ludicrous!
He even said that blacks don't
have the desire to be in top
positions. If anything, I believe
that black people have more
desire to succeed than any
other race of people. My
reason is because for too long,
whites have been reluctant to
give up their powerful
positions that t. he y'v e
established ; be it in baseball,
or as the head of a major news
network (there are no blacks
there, either). Some might say
blacks don't try hard enough.
It's quite hard to move to the
come from white men's top wben those you are passing
mouths. He went on about how up are white and disagree of
blacks weren't good swimmers
because they don' t bave the ~;;.~ ~~bY~;k's ca~aH'..l:~n~~
necessary irog.redients.
the field, or in L"e cotton field,
I

Perhaps readers read my

black citizens as a result of

issue of the Sou t bern how they are labeled.
The originally written letter
Illinoisan. This letter, edited
and entitled " Racist Ap- stated that black parents
pearance" by the editors, left throt'gbout America ar<
out some points I feel should be seeing growing numbers of
disillusioned youth becoming
made more clearly.
socidy's parasites - even
An example, " Many Blacks criminals ignor ing en a re no lonlier interested in couragement to s tay in school
wbether or not actions are and become law-abiding
labeled racist" was not citizens. Instead they are
followed by my statement that going ior " big money" via
blacks' real concerns are the "street education" when they
negative social and economic feel tilere is little or no hope for
problems for both white and " better" higher paying jobs in

collapse)? How does Al think
all the great projects were
built? They were built by
slaves owned and operated by
the government of the Soviet
Union !
With all these things upon
which to report, what does AI
spend most of its time
repor1il1g? South Alrica, Chile,
the Contras, the Angolan
resistance, etc. Why this
sudde'n interest in anticommunist
guerrilla
organizations? Could it be
because they are :lllticommunist?
U AI is coocemed with
abuses
by
guerrilla
organiutiOClS where were they
when the Viet Cong were
disemboweling people a.
examples to others not to defy
the Ve's forced conscription 0(
young men? Where wu AI
when it wu revealed that
SWAPO wu Iaklng wboIe
villages 0( black Nambia..
and selJinC them u slaves ,
using the young women u
breeders to ensure fuloal"e
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presidential hopefuls. Yes, I
would say that I definitely
missed something. - Jill
Rogers . sophomore, early
childhood education .

Come Celebrate
Easter with Us •••

but as (ar as runmng a
baseball team, they don 't have
the intelligence."
Well, for a man who played
on the same team with
baseball's first black, and for a
man wbon had worked in
baseball very successfully for
over four decades, I see now
that Al Campanis is the
unintelligent one.
Black people s how intelligence when given the
chance (0, and even when they
aren't pressured to - because
blacks are intelligent as a
whole. Black people h~ve just
as ma ny tools and necessities
to be successful. And when
given the chance, black people
have the desire to reach the
top. When s tatements spoken
in the 1980s come from the
narrow-minded thinkin~ of the
1960s, we, as black people, are
right back wbere we st.: rted ... only getting reassuranCt!
and praise from each other,
movIng seemingly in place, at
a snail's pace, on a long road
backwards ... like we're expected to.. .. - Bilt Hebert.
junior. radio-television.

their communities. Then occasionally these communities
are suddenly confronted with
tarnishing headlines of drugs,
racism, suicide and other
crimes often traced to
unemployment and school
dropouts.
Therefore, tbese local
citizens feel every minute
process or resource should be
used to prevent this from
happening to their youth in
their All-American City. Martba Farris, assistant chair
of the labor committee,
Carbondale NAACP .
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Amnesty International favors communists
Linda G. Nei;&n wrote a
letter ( 4-14 ) concerning
Amnesty InterDational's
cooperation with SILASe
( Southern
I!linois-Latin
America Solidarity Comittee)
in procuring an aDti-eontra
speaker. I was quite happy to
see that letter because I was
beg!nninI! to feel like "8 voice
crying In the wilderness
concerning SILASC's procommunist stanc~. It would
not be dif(icuit to associate
both AI and SILASC with attempts to belp the Sandinista
communists get away with
many murden.
U AI is not communist, or at
least a
sympatbizing
organiutioo, wtJy is it that
they can only find abuses
among the U.S. and her allies?
There caD be no debate among
booest, reaaonable people that
the Soviet IJnlon and bel' allies
are the worst abusers 0(
human rigbts in human
history. Wby is it !hat At has
nothing to say about the Gul8g,
(a system or slavery in the
Soviet Union without which the
Soviet economy wOlild

I
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Disillusioned blaCK youths turn to streets
Ip.tter in the Sunday, March 29 certain actions regardless of
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AI Campanis is ignorant of black potential
I witness something a few
ni ghts ago ( <H» which caused
me to not only ask questions,
but strengthen a negative
realization of mine. I listened
to Ted Koppel's interview of AI
Campanis on NighUine, and
Campanis (the vice president
of the Los Angeles Dodgers)
spoke on his relationship with
baseball's first black player,
Jackie Robinson. The thing
that hit me the bardest was
Campanis's comment a s to
why there weren't any black
general managers in major
league baseball. He stated that
" blacks don ' t have the
necessities" for such tasks,
and he said it as if he reaUy
believed it. Campanis also
s tated tbat he only looks at the
physical a ttributes of black
ballplayers and how they play
the game mentally. Grant~ ,
Campanis doesn't s peak for
every white man, but he sure
said a lot of things I've beard

I
I
I

troops and using children as
young as 8 years old to bear
loads into battle for them? But
then both AI and SWAPO
recieve support .from the
World Council or Churches.
This last statement is easily
proven upon request. Wby
hasn't AI said anything about
the slave markets of Libya?
I suppose it's difricuit to find
this iriformation. I had to read
three news magazines to get it.
However, when you have
people like SILASC screaming
about a few relatively welldocumenied C8lk"l c! 8buses
it'. tempting to dwell on them
because it takes little effort.
AI, you si:ould beware. Your
is being charted by
orgal1izations that are undp'.mtedly communist. The
peopJe 0( the Cree world will
not long tolerate a view 0(
human rights that is totaUy
based against them and their
allies_ Your already thin
credlbiHty is disappearing
altClletber_ Jeffrey W.
SeIfert, HIller, . . . . . . .
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Prince's reign continues on Billboard charts
UlS ANGELES <UP I) P ri ~ lce '!, ninth album in r.ine
yeafs, "Sign 'a' The Times,"
continued to outshine aU other
hot black singles in nation-Hide
populari ty as it climbed to No.
3 this week on Bmboard
magazine's Hot 100 chart.
This mar ks the third week
last year 's 29th-bestselling pop,
a lbum artist land'.od " Sign '
atop the black singles chart
and the third wP.''''' the track
appeared on Billboard's top-10
single list. The cut showed up
at No. 4 last week. and at NO. 7
the week before.
The song is taken from the
album of the same name - a
package of 16 tracks half of
which are hot, half of which

sound like typical radio stuff.
And thc album's his first twopack since his 1982 double
album " 1999," which put
Prince on the top-10 pop album
chart for the first time.

rose from No. 3 to NO. 2 during
the period , while Jody
WaUey's " Looking For A New
Love" came up No. 4 and
" Died In Your Arms" by
Cuttin!" Crew jumped to NO. 5.

BUT "SIGN"
for another
represents the
since his film

ON THE Top LP chart, the
Beastie Boys' " Licensed To
IU," having clung to No. I in
national popularity for seven
straight weeks, fell to NO. 2.
Rising into the cathir d seal is
U2's " The Joshua Tree," the
Dublin hand's splendid mixture of sonf.' some driving,
others gent_,' rolling, aU unmistakeably U2. Bon Jovi's
" Slippery When Wet, "
meanwhile, clung to No_3 for a
second week ; P oison's "Look

is important
reason . It
first release
" Under The

Cberry Moon" gave some of

the year's worst movies a run
for the money.
Back to the Hot 100 chart,
Aretha Franklin and George
Michael continued to glow as
their duet "I Knew You Were
Waiting" remained at No. I for
a second week. " Don't Dream
It's Over" by Crowded House

17 named in drugs-for-stock tips scandal
NEW YORK (UP!) Seventeen pe,ple. including 15
WaU Street Lrok~rage house
employc-es, were named
Thursday on cocain~ charges
in (,.D investigalml or 3. n!"!Tl
where drugs wer~ traded for
stock information.
U.S . Attorney Rudolph
Giuliani said the 17 people
were charged with possession
and distribution of co".aine as
result of a four-year investigation.
Giu!;;;ni said search
warr:ants for ~ dditional
evideoce of narcotics and
securities law violations were
being executed at the offices of
the WaU Street firm of Brooks,
Weinger, Robbins and Leeds
Inc.
Giuliani said a civil action
seeking forfeiture of part of the
WaU Street firm because of
narcotics violations also was
flied .
The federal Drug Enforcemeut Administration and
the New York Police Department cooperaLed in an antidrug operation ~alJed " Buy
and Cry " that concentrated on
the vicinity of the Vietnam
Memorial Liberty Park ,

1st-place awards
given to SIU-C
marketing gl'oup
The sru chapter of the
American
Marketing
Association received three
first-place awards during the
9th annual AMA International
CoUegiate Confel"'dlCt" April 911.
Th~ group received top
honors, for the third coosecutive year, fe.- alumni
relations and was commended for membership
recruitment strategies and the
" Most Educational Cne-onOne" display. The <iL;l'lay
explained the UniverSity's
" Little Egypt" theme.
sru's chapter is the only
group out of 318 from across
the country to receive three
awards. Thirty-two members
represented t!te University a t
Lhe conference In New
Orleans.

Battery Park and 55 Water
Street Plaza . The operatio;l
resulted in more than 100
arrests on state narcotics
charges of buyers and seUers
cfdrugs.
Officials said the ages of
those arrested ranged from 16

iii ;·o~./'
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from 51 years wi th a wide
variety of occupations in lower
Manhattan and included a 26year-old housewife a nd a
telephone company executive,
stockbrokers, clerks a nd
messengers , and even a
security guard.
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What's SO "Good" about
Good Friday?
12:00-2~OO.

TODAY

Christian. outdoor celebration
at the Free Fol'lllll, 8m

WIBD schedules
egg hunt In park
for youngsters
An Easter egg !Junt for
clftldren one to 12 yt'lll1l old
!-<!gins at 10 a .m. Saw:rday In
Turley Park.
The hunt, sponscnd by
Prius
candy
WIDB, and
will run
untilwill- !:Ie
.
awarded to participanb·. Ie<:!
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What The Cat Dragged In"
puUed down No. 4 and Paul
Simon's " Gr~ cela nd " garneredNo.s.
BEHIND PRINCE'S " Sign
'0 ' The Times" on the Hot
Black 100 Singles list are, in
desce nding order: The
System's " Don't Disturb The
Groove'" "There's Nothing
Better Than Love" by Luther
Vandross a nd Gr egory Hines,
AUantic Starr's " Always,"
and Gregory Abbott's "I Got
The Feeling."
The Hot Country Singles
s ta r ts wi th Waylon Jenning's
" Rose In P aradise," which
WOk the spoUight away from
the Bellamy Brothers' " Kids

Of The Baby Boom." T.
Graham Brown's " Don't Go To
Strangers" finished the period
at No. 2, one ahead of Micha. 1
Johnson's " The Moon Is Ove;H4!' St::"'l!Jer" and •• A Face In
rhe Crowd," a joint effort by
Michael Martin Murphy and
Holly Dunn. " To Know Him Is
'fo Love Him " by DoUy Parton, Linda Ronstadt and
Emmylou Harris captured No.
5.

TH E HOT Allult Contemporary shows " The Finer
Things" by Steve Winwood at
No. 1 for a first week, followed
by " I Knew You Were
Waiting" by A;.-etha F ranklin
a nd Geor ge Michael at NO. 2.

Movie Guide
An Am e rican Tail (Liberty, Murphysboro, G)
Steven Spielberg produced lhis
a nimated fable of a little lost
mouse named F ievel a nd I:;s
journey to America .
Blind Dale - , Fox E as tgale,
P G - 13)
Bruce
Will is
(" Moonlightiag") finds out
thaI datiag a beauliful
drunkard, played by K;m
Basinger ("9 1-2 Weeks" ), is
nothing but trouble in this
com ~dy directed by Blake
Edwa rds ("10").

Campus Man - (U niversity
4, PG) A male diver makes a

'1llash as a calendar model.
Morgan ~'airch ild and Miles
O'Keefe ("Ta rzan the Ape
Man") co-slar.
The Decline or Western
Civilization - (Student Center
Video Lounge II p.m . Friday
and Saturday, 8 p.m . Sunday)
A 1980 documenlary featuring
concert highlights of such Los
Angeles hardcore bands as X,
Bhck Flag and the Circle
Jerks.

Hoosiers - (Fox Eastgate,
P Gl Gene Hackman stars as
the coach in this uplifting true
story of a small, rural high
school that miraculously 'won
the 1951 Indiana stale
basketball
championship .
Barbara Hersbey ("Hannab
and Her Sisters") and Dennis
Hopper ("Blue Velvet" ) co-

VlDE.O
MASTERPIECE

Lethal
Weapon
(University 4, R ) Mel Gibson
and Danny Glover co-slar as
cops tracking down cocaine
dealers in this action-packed
crime-drama .
Mannequin - (Va rsity, PG)
Andrew McCarlhy ("S!.

Elmo's Fire") stars as a

modern-<lay Pygmalion whose
female mannequin comes to
life.
Platoon - <University 4, R )
Vietna m veteran Oliver Stone
wrote and directed this controversial fi!m , which may be
the best depiction or the
Vietnam War to date. Actors
Charlie Sheen, Willem Dafoe
a nd Tom Be r enger went
throu g h
ps eudo-combat
training to prepare for lhe
film, which won best picture at
this year's Academy Awa rds.
Police Academy 4 (Varsity, PG ) The cast from
the original " Police Academy"
returns to cause more trouble

for law breakel'S-.
Project X - (U niversity 4,
PG) When Motthew Broderick
("War Games") gets assigned
chimp duty after getting into
trouble with his Air Force
superiors, he must decide
whether to remain faithful tc
his new friend, a chimp who
sl'eaks sign-language, or 10 his
bosses. Helen Hunt ,=~s tars .

'1

decide to retire early after
seeing the brighter side of life
down in Florida .
The Secret of My Success(Saluki, PG-13) Michael J . Fox
slars in a comedic tale of a
, rung businessman who leads
tW1
lives. Helen Slater
("::;upergirl") co-stars.

Working Girls - (Saluki, R)
An explicit, yet lasteful, film
Raising Arizoo. - (Varsity, about the world 's oldest
PG-13) Joel and Ethan Coen, profession.
the filmmaking brothers who
gave us " Blood Simple," try
their hands a t comedy w,th
Dear Srudent.
this story of a childless coaple
Som~ne who knows you know.
who decide to steal a baby
me & baa learned to Ft it done: right.
from a n unfinished furniture
NO MIST AXES ABOUT rn
mogul. Holly Hunler and ·
Nicolas Cage ("Birdy") coslar.

Free M embership!
FreePopcom
Video r.on&nz&

lOT.""" rorSI ;; 00
II AM - II PMD&ily
We know movi es
and bargo l ns '

Running Scared - (Student
Center Video Lounge, 7 and 9
p.m . Ji'riday and Saturday)
BiUy Cryslal and Gregory
Hines are a "mahve1ous" pair
nf

"'h;, ..~u'"

,f""t,....t;upc:

.uh ..

~

An American
~
Tail
~_ Meet F.evel... IQl

~ tar.

weisser
EYECARE

NOW-1st Time Ever

TURN BROWN
EYES BLUE
or Green or. Aqua

DuraSofl.."CO]ors.
by Wesley lessen
Have SrOWfl eyes todav • Blue eyes
tonight • wl;th the n ge of 1M eye
fashion workt. NsW opaque con tacts
ttla! will actually change the cokx .. I
fOUr eyes. Continuous eare Program

necessary at additional charge.

You Buy The 1st Color

SOON !

Andrew McCarthy

~r(~~
Frl & Sat 5:15 7:15 9:15
Sun thru Thurt 5:15 7: 15
SAT .SUN MAnNEES 1:153:15

SECRET
WACKO!"

- Joel SIe&l!I. GOOIIII\lIOONG AIIElIJCA

2nd Coior V2 Price

"Hi1arlousf'"

OAILYWEAF

PRESCRIPTlON

CONTAC'rs

EYEGLASSES

-II'... ' - NEWSWEBI

S ofg
I

"TWO THlJMRS UP!"
- SISKa I< IlDI'I< 11IE MOI'ItS

"SMARI RlNNY...

ABRAZENlY ORIGINAL fUM ABOUT HIRED SEX."
- J. 1Iobermo... VDl.VJ: YOKE

"***

TASImJID' EXPOOi:.",

GRIPPING."PUST

From ....

- _ ......... Ift'WII(
701A S. Illinois

C.rbond.le
549-7345

I i~ Square

~fI

Mt. Vernon

3909 5",. dw.y
(618)24<:4282

UJeis er
EYECARE
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/ 'Man of La Mancha' play
well choreographed, slow
By Debra Keen-Cooper
StatfWriter

The dark and dreary slory of
Don Quixote came to life on the
stage of the Marion Cultural
and Civic (;enter Tuesday
evening when " Man of La
Manch,," was presented by the
Nebraska Theatre Caravan .
The presenlB tion of this
classic musical continued the
Civic Center's 1986-87 Patron
Series, which is supporteO in
rart by grants from the Illinois
Arts Council and the National
Endowment for the Arts .
Written by Dale Wasserman
with music by Mitch Leigh and
lyrics by Joe Darian, " Man of
La Mancha" is set in a common room of a stone prison
vaul t in Seville, Spain at the

'C~limate

end of the sixteenth century.
Miguel De Cervantes and his
manservant, Sancho Panza
are sent to the prison for imposing a stiff tax sentence on
the Catholic Church. There
Cervantes and Panza are put
through a ritualistic trial by
fellow inmates during which
Cervantes reveals his fa ntasy
Alter-ego, Don Quixote.
The prison is transformed
into a variety of settings such
as a country inn, a church and
a sIBbie. During the scenes,
the prisoners assume many
character roles including that
of horses, Gypsies, muleteers
and ladies.
Despite the numerous scene
and character changes, the
action moved slow at times

and often appeared over
rehearsed , a common
characteristic for touring
groups that perform the same
show every night for many
weeks.
But the acting and singing
wa s
wonde rfully
choreographed. The voices
were well-groomed and fitting
for the atmosphere of the play
" Man of La Mancha" isn't a
musical that leaves one
humming its songs. The only
popular song in the whole piece
is "The Impossible Dream."
" Man of La Mancha " is a
story about madness. It is a
story about a man who quests
for the impossible dream and
never quite reaches the stars .

regulators' discovered

SEATTLE ( UP!) - Two
Universi ty of Washington
scientists have discovered a
possible missing link in the
global climate 5y<tem that
may operate like a " planetary
thermostat" to offset the
warming trend known as the
greenhouse effect.
Robert Charlson dnd
Stephen Warren, members of
L;e university's department of
atmospheri c
sciences ,
reported their findings in
Thursday's edition of the
British .'ournal Ndture.
Char~' ;on , Warren and two
other colleagues sa y
microscopic
marine
organi s ms
known
as
phytoplankton are responsible
for the creation of clouds over

gases that absorb outgoing
infrared radiation.
Charlson said that because
water covers 70 percent of the
Ea r th 's surface. marine
clouds are a hig part of the
overall climaIP n;cture.
But this connection between
cloud
forma t i on
and
organisms floating in the
upper layers of the ocean nad
not been made previously by
either biologists or atmospheric scientist;.
Charlson said it took a
coUaborative effort between

the world's oceans.

The <cientists said that
because e;ouds reflect sunlight
away from the upper atmosphere, thus cooling Earth,
phytopla nkton 's role in
regulating climate may he
critical.
Such cooling, they said,
could compensate for the increased heatIng vf Earth's
atmosphere caused hy the
hurning of fossil fuels .
Such Illi!n-made activities
produce carbon dioxide and
other s()J'-8Ued greenhouse

himself, Warren, German
oceanographic !'esearcher
Meinrat Andreae and British
climatologist James LovEolcck
to develop a new way of
looking at this "geophysical
feedhack system."
The scientists slBte Coat
paylo plankton ,
through
photosynthesis, produce a
sulfur-eootaining gas called
dimethylsuflide. This gas
reacts in the air to make tiny
sulfur particles, said the
scientists.

SCents
XEROX COPIES
8X 111f:a plain paper

Thesis Dissertation
Minimum: 3 sets ofcopies

Egyptian Photos &

COpi(~S

711 8. Illinois
529·1439 Aeross from 710 Bookstore

.............
. .................-. ........
....... .....
~

25C Draft.
tl.75 Pltchen
$1.00 Flnlandla
1.......

Rates from $90 per person in Mobile Homes,
houses, apartments Call 457-3321
Woodruff known by the friends we make &
keep in Quality housing. _ .

L,m.,

~~I
COMING D.I'l""'~~U
LIVE

.. A SPRnfG BREAK BLOWOUT"

_me
"SMOKEHOUSE"
Starring

That

Rock &. rollfoUl'3OIne, the incTe<lllbllel1

Friday, April 17th 8:30-12:30
Fred's Dance Barn
Admission-$S_OO
Carterville, III_
The SMOKEHOUSE exposu re on the professiona l rock circuit has incl ud ed bill ing w ith the
ROWNG STONES, BON JOVI, DOKKEN, RAn
and TED.NUGENT at thE 1986 Duquoin State f air,
to name only a few.
O NE NIGHT! ONE CHANCE!
The ~xplosi ve SMOKEHOUSE...Don't miss it!
Be there !
in alcohol
* Must be 21 to

ROBERT DAYLES
ASSistant Dl!'ector of Research and Human
Resources, Office of Naval Research

"INNOVATIVE HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
AND PROFITABILITY"
&zOOPM
TODAY. APRIL 17. 1987
MORRIS UBRARY AlJDlTOlUIJM

........ a •••

'1.25 W.t.nnelon Shots
'1.25 Dewan Scotch
$1.00eover

25C Draft.

t,.OO Y.O.

Pick your place today
with MIp fnIm II"", and Salle at Wooollat'f MM.........
...".""hMoent.t

'1.25 Guln..... Stout

75C Hot Shot Sc:hna..,.

ChIl~wft1l1eaYailabie

flft (rom?dO pM 10
1ctlOprn _. the
IntnfaithCeetnon
dwmr..-oIlD1l1Oi1
and CraM A.va.
Annmina . . . ..s

..........

*'Y1UDe.wiUbt

Briefs

YOU'RE INVITED!

REGISTRATION CWSES
April 24 for the College Level
Examination
Program
(CLEP) to be given May 12
and 14. For information, call
Testing Services at 536-3303.

tervention Center will IuIve
Coffee House from 8 to 11
tonight at the Wesley Foundation. People interested in
performing should call 529-

ROBERT
HAYLES ,
assistant director of Research
and Hurr,an ResOUl-Ces at the
Office of Naval Research will
speak on " Innovative Human
Resource Management and
profitability : Cost and
Benefits of Diversity" at 2
p.m. today in Morris Library
Auditorium.

SI ORIENTEERING Club
will co-sponsor a 10 km trail
run beginning at 8 a .m .
Saturday at the Touch of
Nature Environmental Center.
Advance registration is
required. Individuals may sign
up at the Rec Center Inf0rmation Desk .

DEPARTMENT
OF
Cbemistry and Biochemistry
will IuIve its departmental
seminar at 3 p.m. today in
Neckers 240. Ken A. Dill of the
University of California will
speak on the " Structure and
Function in Mem branes and
Proteins ."
WILD PONY

will

Productions
be presenting Nancy

Brooks in "Woman's Word" at
8 tonight in Wham Building,
Davis Auditorium. Cost is $3
for students and $4 general

admission. Childcare will be
free of cIuIrge at the Interfaith
Center, 913 S. Illinois Ave.
SYNERGY

CRISIS

In-

2220.

WlDB RADIO Station will
sponsor its Annual Easter Egg
Hunt from 10 a .m. to noon
Saturday at Turley Park in
Carbondale.
SIU STRATEGIC Games
Society will meet at noon
Saturday in the Student Center
Activity Rooms B, C and D.
SYNERGY WILL co-sponsor
a program on suicidl' at 1 p.m.
Saturday in the Student Center
Ballroom D. E . Z. Zimr,1erman
of the SIU Counseling C;,nte.and Carl Bell of the University
of Illinois C'.inical Psychiatry
De-.... rtment will speak.
STUDENT
BIB LE
FellowshipwilllulveanEaster

Picnic for all Christian groups
at 2 p.m. Saturday at Campus
Lake. For information, call
529-1185.

PAKISTA N STUDENTS
Association will meet at 5 p.m_
Saturday in the Student Center
Ohio Room. Officer elections
will be conducted.

• Charismatic Worship
• Christian Fellowsh ip
• Biblical Encouragement
TONiGHn 7:30PM
Topic: Knowing God
I1UDoI. It-. 8tudezat Center
her],..• • •a - . I

BLACK TOGEmERNESS
Organization will sponsor an
Faster egg hunt from 3 to 5
p.m. Sunday at Crispus Attucks Park in Carbondale. For
information, call Yulanda at
536-2054.

SIU MOTORCYCLE Rider
Program will offer a free
experienced rider course
beRinning April 25. To register,
call Skip Starkey l~9589.
mE SOumERN Outdoor
Ad ve ntu re
Recreatio n
Program at Touch of Natu!'e
will IuIve its "Introduction to
Rockclimbing and Rappelling" sCO'sion April 25 and
:W. Cost is 565. Registration
deadline is Tuesday. For information , call 536-55.)1, ext.
25.

'Women's Word' to be presented
Nancy Brooks will present a
dramatic anthology entitled
" Wo:nan's Word" at 8 p.m.
tonight in Davis Auditorium,
WIuI.m Building. The perform"Dce is sponsored by Wild
Pony ProductiClns.
"Women's Word " an anthology assembled by Brooks,
celebrates the cycles and
strengths in women's lives.
The collBge of poetry, essays
and journal entries written by
women includes the writing of
Vu-gioia Wolf, Gertrude Stein,
Marge Piercy, Nikki Giovanni,
Faye Weldon and Brooks
herself.

S~~~~ t=~o::~o=

perf<>rIrulnces in her repertory, Brooks " liS in the
Southern Illinois :1\ ea i.~st fall
in "Eleanor" as part of the
traveling Clulutauqua 3eries
and in " Scar.;," a Wild Pony
production in conjunction with
Woman's Safety ~eek .

Brooks luis been touring
" Woman's Word" since 1977,
constantly updating the
material to make each performance a fr esh experience.
Tickets will be $3 for

1&
~l:M't.'5
:r~'C- -~

students and senior citizens
and $4 fr,r others and are
availa ble at reduced prices for
lower ,ncome individuals .
Tickets may be purchased in
advance at Women's Studies.

EASTER SIJNRlSE
WORSHIP SERVICE

• Featuring·

AII-You-Can-Eat Food Bar

''!&!fi)r

II

SUNDAl'·. APRIL 19TH
7:15AM

LENTZ HALL CAFETERIA
FOLLOWED BY BRVNCH
Sponsored by Campus MIn..trles and Unlverslty Housing.

Fish
Toasted Ravioli
Ham
Egg Rol/s
Po tatoes
Fresh Veggies
Cheeses, Dips, and much more!
Open at 4:00 Food Bar starts at 5:00

FREE ADMISSION

IIIH***'" ********* *******"r*,~*·*,** ..~'il
Friday and Saturday NITES

Dance Party
Sol. Bowl Carterville 529-3755

: .................. :
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3 Pulitzer Prizes scooped
by Philadelphia Inquirer
NEW YORK (UP!) - The
Philadelphia Inquirer won
three 1987 Pulitzer Prizes
Thursday, including two for an
investigative series on the
criminal justice system, in a
year when Joseph Pulitzer Jr.
also was honored with an
award.
Pulitzer, 74 , grandson of the
publis'llng magnate in whose
name L.'le awards were created
71 years ago, was given a
special last-minute citation for
his Uextraordinary services to
American journalism and
letters." He is chairman of the
Sl. Louis Post-Dispatch and
retired from the Pulitzer Prize
Board last November.
IN ADDITION TO the
Inquirer , other multiple
winners were The New York
Times, the Los Angeles Times
and the Washington Post
Writers Group, each of which
won two awards.
The Pittsburgh Press won
the coveted prize for public
serviCE" for a series of stories
revie..,;ng the "inadectuacy" of
the Federal Aviallor. Administration's medical
screening of airline pilots.
Tbe series by Andrew
Schneider and Matthew Brelis
" led to significant reforms, "
the Pulitzer Prize board said.
It was the second consecutive year Schneider won.
He shared a Pulitzer last year
for specialized reporting, the
first time the Pittsburgh Press
won a Pulitzer Prize.
MADELYN ROSS , the
newspaper's managing editor
said, "We've been working in a
concentrated manner for the

last four or five years to make
the paper better. The Pulitzer
is one sign we're doing
something right. "
In Philadelphia, there was
pandemonium in the Inquirer
newsroom as about 150
editorial workers and their
families cplebrated. Reporters
poppe.:l champagne amid
back-slapping and speechmaking. Several staffers
poured champagne over the
bead of Inquirer editor Eugene
RoIJD..rts.
Inquirer reporters Daniel
Biddle, H. G. Bissinger and
Frederic Tulsky won the
award for Investigative

~Df:~::re~ i~o~ ~l.~e~~
Prize board said it " revealed
transgressions of justice in the
Philadelphia court system and
led to federal and state investigations. "
"1111S IS something I've
war.ted all my life," . aid
Bissi.,ger, 32. "It was a
grueling series which many
thougt.t was impossible to do
beca~ the court system was
too hug" ... and rotten to the
core."
Another Inquirer reporter,
John Woestendiek, won the
investigative prize for "outstanding prison beat reporting" that resulted in a new
trial for a man convicted of
murder.
Yet another writer for the
paper, Steve Twomey, won the
prize for feature writing for his
" illuminating profile of life
aboard an aircraft carrier."
.. I went from tota I
dept.'ession to total numbness ;
to b"ve this happen is sheer

WWEST PRICE IN TOWN!
(don't be fool,?d by percentage off coupons)

KOP\ES & MORE
607 S_ ILLINOIS AVENUE
529-5679

OPEN : Mon-Fn. 8 a.m.· Midnite. Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun . 1 p.rn.-9 p.m.

1/2¢
THESIS
PIES

5

Graduate School

Lounge
Fri•• SaL NiCht
Cruise Chiefs
No Cover 9 :30-1 :3C

heaven," hesaid .
TIlE BOARD awarded two
prizes in National Reporting.
The first went to the staff of
The NEMI Yor/{ Times for
coverage of tr.e aftermath of
the Challenger explosion. The
Miami Herald won the other
for "pE.rsistent coverage of the
U.S.-lran-Contra connection."
The New York Times also
won the Specialized Reporting
category with Alex Jones
laking the award for his story
"The FaU of the House of
Bingham, " a "sensitive report
cf a powerful newspaper
family's bickering."
The staff of the Akron (Ohio)
Beacon Journal won for
General News Reporting for
its coverage " of the attempted
takeover of Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. by a European
financier."
DOUG OPLINGER. the
newspaper's business editor,
said reporters worked an
average 60 to 70 hours per
week on the stories.
The Los Angeles Timl":; won
See PULITZER, Page 11

:--- ... .
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~ Happy Hour J ._OV"_, ,,,\.> II

Mon.Men's Night (exotJc dancer,;) :
7om-close
:
~ free Pool 80m-close

Or;,ft545¢
bott~ & cans 704

~ -- --~~'!~.~! :~ ..

825 E. Main

X
.

:lit(
Chair Positions
are still open
for the f~lIowing
Committees :

X
.

- Promotions
-Fine Arts
-Special Events
- Finance Chair
for more information. contact the SPC office 536-3393.
. is: Thurs. April 23, 4:>c pm.

YOU JUST GOT THE

KEY TO YOUR FUTURE.

LET Marion Ford-Mercury
AND FORD CREDIT
HELP YOU GET
THE KEYS TO YOUR NEW CAR.

lb. Bond

The ke-f ingredient in your new car purchase can be pre-approved cred~ from
Ford Credit and Marion Ford.
"you
are WlY.kinp on an advanced degree or
gradUG~"9 with a Bachelor's Degree
between 0ctober I. 1985 and Septemtler 30. 1987. you may qualijy
. for this special college graduate
purchase program.
"you do. you'lI reoeMl a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best deal
on any qualifying vehicle and use the rT'onev
tOW!\rd )'I'U1' down payment, or Ford will senrt

you a $400 chtlCk after the purchase or lease.
The money is YOUI$ ,":-l<'Iher you finance
or not.
The amount of ·your credit
dE.'PEIIlds t,; w!'iP' of these Qualified
vehodes you rI1OOse:

Ford cars: Escort. Escort EXP,
Tempo. Mustang. Thunt'1erbird. Taurus .
Ford In.>d<s: Aerostar. 6rooco U.
Ranger.
So hurry. 11 a ve/"oicle is no! in dealer stod<

you must order by June I, 1987. and you must
lake del.-y of any IIE!hicIe by August 31. 1987.

GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

MariOD l'ord:.Mercary
Rt 13 It I-57 893-2181
Marloa.m.

Both sides claim PULITZER, from Page 10- -'victory' in CBS
job security battle
EW YORK ( UP l)
Striking CBS newswrih'rs
voted
overwhelmi~llll'
Thursday to accept a proposed
contract and end their bitter
46-day walkout with both sides
claiming victory in the batUe
over job security and budget
cuts at the network .
Writers Guild of America
spokeswoman Mona Mangan
said the s trike showed it is
possible "to say no to a Fort un e 500 c ompan y that
belie'/ed it could undo a hardwor. contract simply because it
wanted to."
" This agreement is a result
of the courage and tenaci ty of
our members and the broad
support we have received from
so many within and outside our
industry, " Mangan said.
The guild represents 525

newswriters .

producers

l

editors, graphic artists and
others who s truck CBS and
ABC. About 175 employees at
ABC remained off the lob and
union and management
negotiators planned to meet
later Thursday in an attempt
to reach a setUement.
.
The CBS employees voted
266-24 to accept the contract a 91.7 percent vote for
ratification. union spokesman
Martin Waldman said.
The contract reachpj for
CBS provides for an immediate 3 percent wage bike

~rd~tC"lli:n}i~es..:J ~.::,~~~
years of the pact.
The contract approval
immediately ended the strike
against CBS and workers at
the network's Dews studios
could be back 00 the job by
Friday, Waldman said.
Jeff To"'in , aD ABC
spokesman, said the vote by
CBS workers was not expected
to have any impact on the

continuing talks between ABC
and the guild.
The week the strike began.
CBS laid off more than 200
employees in its news division
in a $3O-million belt-tightening
that prompted anchorman Da n
Rather to write an angry article in the New York Times
accusing CBS of sacrificing
quality for higher profits.
Waldman said CBS relented
on key issues that determine
how future layoffs will be
handled, backing off its
demands for the right to fire
employees wi thout arbitration.
to lay off people r egardless of
seniority and to use temporary

workers in union jobs.
But CBS spokesman George
maintained the
network " achieved its 0bjectives" in the areas of
temporar y workers, protection
of key employees in layoffs
rega rdless of seniority and
expansion of the right of
management and on-air people
to do news writing.
Schweitzer

··--

two awado . Reporter Michael
P"rks WCII for International
Reporting for his coverage of
South Mrica . Richard Eder
won the prize for Criticism for
his book reviews.
Th e Washington Post
Wri ters Group also won two
prizes ,
wi th
C harles
Kr aulhammer
wi nn i ng
Cnmmentary for his "witty
and insighUul columns on
national issues" and Berke
Breathed wi nning Editorial
Cartooning for " Bloom
County."

JEFF LYON AND Peter
Gorner of the Chicago Tribune
won the prize for Explanatory
Journalism for their series "on
the promises of gene therapy
whic h examined the implications of :.ius revolutionary
medical treatment. "
The prize for E ditori a l
Writing was awa rded to
Jonathan Freedman of The
Tribune of San Diego, Calif. ,
for " editorials urging passage
of the firs t major immigration
reform act in 34 years."
The prize for Spot Ncws
Photography was awarded to
Kim Komenich of the San
Francisco Examiner for his
photographic coverage of the
downfall of Ferdinand Marcos.

1

mers."

In the literary awards, Peter
Taylor won the prize for fiction
for his book H A Summons to
Memphis; " August Wilson
won for drama for his play
" Fences '" and Bernard
Bailyn ~on the prize for
history for his book " Voyagers
to the West: " Passage in the
Peopling of America on the
Eve of the '{evolution."
David Garrow won for
biograj>hy ior " Bearing the
Cros, : Martin Luther King J r .
and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference."
RITA DOVE WON the prize
for " Thomas

~".;Ula~~try

David Shipler won for
general non-fiction for " Ara b
and Jew : Wounded Spirits in a
Promised Land."
John Harbison won for
musk for " The F light lnto
EIlYPl. " The piece premiered
Nov. 21 by the Cantata Singers
and Ens~mble at the New
England Conservatory in
Boston.
The prizes are awarded by
Cnlumbia University on the
re c omm e nd ati on of th e
Puli trer Prize Board. Winners
get \\1,000 each from the fund
set Ull by Joseph Pulitzer Sr.
The public service award in
joumalism is the only prize
th•• t does not carry a cash
a'.ard. Winners receive a gold
medal instead.
Tbere were 1,533 journalism
e.otries this year, compared
wi th 1.634 submissions last

TH E PRIZE FOR Fea ture

THE LOFT

.'

Photography went to David
Peterson of The Des Moines
Register for photograph ~
depicting the " s h attered
dreams of American far-

405 S. Washington -Open 4-12
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Above the 1I.lian Vill.se
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of being served so me
of the finest foca & drinks
in Southern Illinoi s.
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MO TBLAN C
THE ART OF WRITI

Monday is Ladies' Night:
'h Pri ce Speeurails to
the Ladies, 4-7_

G

Leaf&Stf mTobaccon ists
AUON from the o ld [rain depot.

PINCH
PENNY
LIQUORS

1Mw'. N .-wi", """-' Iood
rd_l).,lnood .... ..-.
if I ~ Of lift weaghts? Join this
_on_aopodSdll¥'g
Ill.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
7-9 PM
Mif.silljpptRm . SIIJ . Cm:~

529-3348

U.S. measures threating
Korea's economic boom
SEOUL, South Korea
(UP!) The " Three
Blessings" of low oil prices,
low interest rates and the

h~~nt~~eS~thth'k~:~~
econorr,ic boom, but that
prospelity is now being
threatened by a curse in the
form of protectionist
measures belDg written in
the United States.
The blessings have helped
Korea become the world's
12th-largest trading nation
a nd seventh-largest U.S.
trading partner, bartering
nearly head-to-head with
sixth-place Britain.

" They complain bitterly abOUt <.;vmparisons with Japan. I
say if they don 't want
to be a second Japan.
don 't act like one. "
-a U.S. lawyer living in Seoul
take place early next year
when President Chun Doo
Hwan steps down, moves
that might destabilize the
economy and fuel social
unrest "scare the heU out of
them, said one diplomat.
But there is sentiment
among U.S. businessmen in
Seoul tha t Korea is pursuing
a similar path to Japan, the
only difference being the 20year economic bead start
held by their neighbor across
the Sea of Japan.
"Tbey complain bitterly
about comparisons with
Japan," said one U.S.
lawyer living in &."OuI. " [ say
if they don't want to be a
second Japan, don't act like

BUT mE curse currenUy
being brewed in the U.S.
Congress threa tens to slow
the Korean
'economic
miracle" at a crucial time in
its economic and political
history.
A U.S. campaign to open
Korean markets wider to
U.S. goods as a way of
avoiding protectionism will
be given a high profile
Sunday when U.S. Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige arrives [or trade
talks.
For the export-addicted
nation, which sbips 40
percent of its exports to the
United States, the specter of
trade barriers like those
being raised against the
Japanese is dee pl y
troubling.

It

I

ODe."

L'.S. OFFICIALS say
Korc... is not as big a problerr.
as Japan, with its $58.6
billion U.S. trade surplus,
but admit their strategy is to
bead off trouble by pushing
Korea to become a more
equal trading partner.
" Ironically, it is our

W1m TIlE ftrSt peaceful
traQ!;fer of power in modern
Koreall history scheduled !.<J

from the same period last

year.

observers.
Cardinal Miguel Obando y
Bravo, a Iea~ opponent of
the leftist Sandinista government and bead of the church in
Nicaragua, said in an interview with Uni,ted Press
Ioterational. ''Things are not
so easy. On the specific points,
(thetalts) are stagnated.
" But we must continue
trying," the cardinal said. " It
is not sufficient that only one of
the sides has good will."
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JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (uP!) - In defiance of
a gover 11 ment edict, Archbishop lJesmond Tutu and 46
Anglican clerics sent an open
letter Thursday to President
I~eter Botha demanding the
release of political detainees.
" With respect, sir we
believe tha t the valid res{'Onse
that law-abiding cibzens
should make to these
regulations is openly to
disobey them as we are doing
now," said the letter mailed to
the president's office.
It was signed by Tutu, the
leader of Ute South African
Anglicap Church and 46
leading AogIican clerics, aU o[
whom said they were prepared
to accept the consequences of
their act.
I

Tbe Rev. Chris Ahrends,
Tutu's clerical assistant in
Cape Town and one of the
signers, said the letter
demanded the immediate
release or trial of those
dp.tained under the lD-mQnthold state o[ emergency.
Ahrends said the churchmen
were aware that they were
breaking regulations imr sed
by the government last Fr, lay
banning any organ ized
campaign to free the
detaint',!,S, including group
letters to ministers of state.
" We do so deliberately and
consciously out of Chris'jan
conscience," the letter said.
"The fact that many o[ those
detained are children simply
underscores the seriousness of
the situation," the letter said.

Anniversary

".-:o,
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W1m TEXTILES, cars
and electronics leading the
way, exports grew nearly 35
percent last year, with 40
percent of aU goods being
shipped to the United States.
Exports in the first quarter
o[ 19f17 were up 35 percent

national success that has

Church demands stall talks
with officials in Nicaragua

1\\\\\\:;7
i

ALSO IN 1986, Korea
posted an overall trade
surplus of $4.4 billion and for
the first time the world's
fourth-largest debtor nation
paid off ~ .3 billion of its
$46.8 billion i<lt"eign debt.
The Hyundai Motor Co.,
which shipped its first ,car
into the United States in
January 1986, sold 168,000
cars by the end of the year,
28,000 more than it predicted
and the most ever ,sold
abroad by a foreign
automaker in its first year of
exports to the United States.
This year Hyundai plans to
ship 250,000 cars to the
United States, and tbe
Daewoo group and KIA
Motors have begun to send
sub-coou>act models to their
U.S. dealers.

caused th ese problems,"

~-----------~
MANAGUA , Nicaragua
(UP!) - Seven months of taIts
on easing tensions between the
government and the Roman
Catholic Church have begged
down over church derll81ll!s for
the return of two exiled priests
and the reopening of a church
radio station, officials on 00th
sides say.
But neither side considers
the impasse insurmountable,
and the dialogue is scheduled
to continue - a development
considered positive by many

said Unsuh Park, director
general of the Bureau of
International
Trade
Promotion in the Ministry of
Trade and Industry.
Last year the nation's
gross na tional product grew
12.5 percent in real terms.
The government recently
revised its estimated 1987
GNP upwards from 7 or 8
percent to 9 percent.

Tutu, 46 Anglican clerics
send open letter to Botha
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Carter agrees with stance
Amy took on CIA actions
NORTHAMPTON , Mass .
(UP!) - Former President
Jimmy Carter said Thursday
he agrees with arguments
about CIA covert activities
used to acquit his daughter
and 14 others on charges
s temming from an anti-CIA
protest.
" Rosalynn and I are pleased
that our daughter, Amy, has
been found innocent of the
charges filed against her," the
formerJresident said. "She
protest actions of the CIA in
Central America which she,
and her parenti, consider to
have been :mproper al' ~
illegal."
Amy Carter, 19. and her codefendants includ i~ g
veteran activist Abbie Hon ·
man, SO. relied on d.
" necessity defense" agaInst
trespassing and disorderly
conduct charges.
Defense attorneys a rgued
the civil disobedience at a Nov.
24 demons tration at the '
University 0{ Massachussetts
in Amberst was necessarr to
expose fa r more serious
crimes committed by the CIA.
A six-member District Court
jury acquitted the defendants

"I know from my own
experience that it is not
necessary for our
intelligence services to
violate American or
international law in
order to be effective in
performing their
duties."
- Jimmy Carter

oi all charges Wednesday after
three hours of deliberations.
" 1 know from my own experience tha t i t is not
necessary for our intelligence
services to violate American
or international law in order to
be effective in performing
their duties," Jimmy Carter
said in Atlanta.
CIA spokeswoman Sharon
Foster said the agency would
not be damaged by the trial.
" The only way it would
hamper the agency would be if
the college didn' t invi te the

agency to recruit there,"
Foster said in a telephone

Hinckley's dad: Hysteria
stops son's Easter visit
WASHINGTON (UP!) John Hinckley Sr. said
Thursday his son, President
Reagan's assailant, wrote a
serial killer simply "as one
human being to another" and
the denial of an Easter trip
came out of unwarranted
hysteria .
" We've been bearing all
week long that John is still
dangerous and all sorts 0{
olh<:r terrible things and a
certain hysteria has developed
that we feel is not nec~,
not pertinent to the case," saId
the elder Hinckley.
_ St. Elizabeths Hospi!... I,
bowing to government concerns Wednesday, formally
withdrew its application to a
federal judge to allow Hin·
ckley a onlHlay, unescor:ed
"isit to see his parents. He 'NiII
not be allowed an escorted
visit either, officials said.
The move capped three days
of court hearings on the
question, made dramatic by
revelations that Hinckley
regularly corresponded with
Florida death-row inmate
Theodore Bundy last year and

received letters from other
convicts.
Bundy is on death row at the
Florida State Prison in Starke
for L~e murder of two sorority
£isters and a 12-year-()ld girl.
lie is suspected of killing more
than two dozen other women
a cross ~he country aDd
mutibting their bodies.
" He wrote him as one human
being to another," Hi/IckIey
said on NRC's "Today" sh"'N.
"It may not be·somethir.g tm.-t
YO<I or I would do, but because
John .lid write him does not
mean that he is sti ll
dangerous."
Hinckley
has
b e en
hospitalized at St. Elizabeths
since 1982, when he was found
innocent by reason of insanity
of the March 30, 1981,
a ssassination attempt on
Reagan. Three other men were
wounded, one seriously, in the
attack.
Hospital superintendent Dr.
William Prescott conceded
that much of Hinckley 's
correspondence was unknown
to the staff, which stopped
monitoring his mail in 1984.

interview at CIA headquarters
in Langley, Va.
Foster defended both the
CIA's right Lo recruit on
college campuses and the
defendants' right to protest
those sessions.
" I don' t think there is person
in this agency who would deny
a person's right to speak out
about s omething," Foster
said . " If they have a
disagreement about tbe CIA,
they have their rights I' bring
out that view."
Juror Ann Gaffney, 64 , an
employee at the Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Northampton, said she thought
the trial was evidence of the
fairness of the country's
judicial system.
" I feel better about the
judicial system than I did
before this," Gaffney said. " I
guess I never realized how
democratic the jury system is
in the United States.
" I'm very proud or the young
students who made this aD
possible and who made
themselves open to arrests to
get a n impor tant pOint
across," she added.

Vail Apartments ...
The Change You've Needed.
Completel)' Remodeled 2 Redrooms
ALL - Windows - AppUances
Corner of
l\'EW • " arpet
- Furniture
Wall & Col
LWe xtFaII
C ome to VaU
4 57-3:1&1

SUICIDE IN
OUR SOCIETY
Guest Speakers

Dr. Carl Bell

and
E.Z. Zimmerman
Saturday. Aprll18th 1:00 PM
SIU Student Center Ballroom D

Sponsored by SYNERGY

Let me show you so mething different
in Wedding Engagment rings...
Individual W eddin g Rings

by

~llan~tu,k
529.2341
Located on S. 5 1 MfWec:n Arnold', Mrkt. &. Ken', Veach.

I can tak e your a ld stones a nd gold
and d esign something original
for you.

Bobby's Flower Company
requests the honour
of your presence
at their GRAND OPENING
and OPEN HOUSE 0 11
Saturday, April 18, 1987
from 9:00 to 5:00 p .m .
607 South Illinois Avellue
( formerly lrene's Floris!)

ON SPECIAL AFTER 8:00 FRIDAY
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Carbondale
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ACROSS
1 Male dnimals
6 Was borne
10 Emporium
14 Dote upon
15 Very bad
16 '..)ut o f line
17 Hauler
,! UnaSSUmm\l
19 Houston on) .
20 Head pers~n
22 Aviator
23 Son of Kish
24 First-aid
items
26 Reptile
29 Lithuanian
31 Big we~h l
32 Woodsman
34 Uses oaths
38. ··Lackadayr ·
39 Slump
41 Old Greek
portico
42 Played
45 Indecpntly
48 Ditty
49 Metric unit
50 Local RRs
51 Adulterated
55 Navy ship s
57 Daughter of
Zeus
58 Fearsome
weapons
63 Lollobrig:... a
64 Shortly
65 School : Fr.
Et'" Cooled
(i r' Skin problem
68 Peepshow
69 London·s Gallery
70 Inst rument
7, Big amounts

Today's
Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 18.

DOWN
1 Tent group
2 Red~ence
3 Honeybunch
4 Curl
5 Continued
stCN"ies
6 Thawed again
7 Bak ing unit
8 Eats lightly
9 Game animal
10 Masculinity
11 Once m ore
12 Adjust again

.3 Speeds
21 Pian o
number
22 Stream
25 Torpedo
boats: abbr.
26 In the
distance
27 Alone

28 Carriage
30 Hoodwink
33 Walking area
35 To - - :
perfectly
36 Baked item
37 Enunciates
40 CCN"rupted
43 Expertness
44 Eosin
46 CoUege grad
47 Cops and 51 Pinkie
52 Heath
53 Poet Stephen
Vincent 54 Bolero. e.g
56 Whet-e LA is
59 Timbre
60 Extra
61 Scrammed
62 Realizes
64 Swiss river

Prepaid funerals
initiate grave
industry debate~~

MOVING TO CffiCAGOI
No N~ To Pil l' Oulr.,fOUS Kent!

JEWELRY
REPAIR

LIVE IN OAK PARK! .
A progresSIVe urbane common-tv
with historica l backbone . 15
rnhne:s 10 thP ~ by car or tram.
WOllderful!y stylish courlyard

SPR[NGFlELD {UPIJ - The
issue of prepaid funeral
arrangements is pitting
funeral directors against
cemetery operators in a batUe
over who and iK.>v: such services should be sold to tbe
public.
The dispute involves
propoo; ed rule changes by tbe
Regis' ration and Education
Depa·.-tment that would allow
only iicensed funeral directors
to s"U funeral services and ban
telephone solicitation of
customers.
At a public hearing on tbe
issue Wednesday , officials
from the minois Funeral
Directors Associatiuti said preneed contracts s hou ld be
banned entirely.
" A prearranged funeral
ought not be sold," said Robert
Ninke!'", executive dirC:\;wr of
the illinoiJ; F uneral Directors
Association . He 5aid
lawmakers never intended to
allow non-funeral directors to
seU such packages and argued
that tbe rule change ",as jusl
clarifying cu . •e nt law.

c

~ "'"" chamae>. Ook IIocn
100 smooIh to snag even the fines!
soc:k5. Don't fret about where you
are going 10 live

Make Me a UVlNG HF.A \fEN i1 a:
STUDIO. 1 8R OR 2 8R
APARTMENT FROM

PARK VIl.LAGE REAL ESTA11;
CALl.(312)841H688 as!< b MARK

Delores Alexander
April 21 . 7:00pm

Co-sponsored
Student Center Ballroom D
w ith
Studies '2.00w/SIU 1.0. ' 3.00
: public
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Eastgate Shopping Center-CarbondalQ

Choose from over 500 samples
in prints. solids. ~nd woven
pane rns in textures. lace and
sheers. FREE Shop at Home
Servicp - Just pick up
the phone and our decorators

wm come to your home.

•

Call Lu Pruitt
529-2200
Ex. 41

MBA and BBA Degree Progr.1ms: • Accounting · Finance
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SAVE 50% ON
KIRSCH CUSTOM
SOFTUGHT
SHADES
Salina fabric with the
look and feel of fine
satin. For traditional
looks and privacy.
We offer the widesl
selection of colors
and styles.

SAVE 50% ON
KIRSCH CUSTOM
VER11CAl BUNDS
For clean modem
lines & full control
of the light. Metal or
fabric vanes.

SAVE 50% ON
KIRSCH CUSTOM
MICROMINI &
MINI BLINDS
These versatile slats
are available in a wide
range of colors to suit
all decorating needs.

mm~

SAVE 50% ON
KIRSCH CUSTOM
WOVEN WOODS
Thev... rmth of1lllOOd
"om b in~d with fine
weaving results in
an especia~1y inviting
window treatment.
Help insulate year
round. Roll up and
Roman shade styles.

TEACHER, from Page 1 - - - IEPA, from Page 1
recognition for his efforts.
He retur.;ed because he
r ealized he truly lo"ed his
job.
" 1 found out that I'm
ha9piest
"' he n
I ' ,..
tp.aching," he ,;aid . " I don 't
'.hink anybody goes into
teaching to be r ich. A person
goes into education with the
purpose of ma kin~ an im·
pact on people's lives."

part of the educational
process, Bowen believes. In
his own teaching practice,
newsletters and phone calls
a re used to keep pa rents
informed of what goes on in
his classroom . He refers to
his

students

as

" Bowen

Arrows."

solutions to problems that
may arise, Bowen said.
Bowen advises college
graduates hoping for
teaching jobs to look for a
school district that "has a
solid
administrative
structure that supports
teachers."

BOWEN SAID that
teaching requires dedication
and a drive for achievement.
TEACHERS. LIKE other
The most importan l
reward for Bowen has come
professionals, need time to
prepa re and renect on their
in those moments when he
methods of teaching and
has been worki ng " with a
child who is struggling and
thei r s tud ~nts ' n",'!<Is, Bowen
said.
then to see-thatlightbulb go
Parents a re an ..:im:.:.:.'.:po.:::r:..:ta:.n::.t~--=bec=o::.m::.:e:....:.:in::.:v..::o::.:lv..::ed~i=n_f:.::in:.::d=in::cg~~o___
n____b_e_h_in_d_ t_h_e_ir_ ...:
ey:...e_s_.'_· ...J

THINKING,
from Page 3 - experiential learni ng increases student performance
by 50 to 100 percent, he said .
Precision teaching was yet
another educational reform
proffered by Snyder. Precision
teachIDg is a process that.
involves giving students
frequent diagnostic quizzes for
meas uring dimensions of
learning, Snyder stated in a
handout, "Learning for Life in
Revolutionary Times."
Tbe quizzes would identify
the areas where teacher intervention is needed in aiding
the student, tbe handout says.
It notes that precision teaching
increases student per ·
formance by 25 to 50 percent.
StiU another innovati,,~ for
education recommb~,jed by
Snyder in his handout was
teacher retraining. Included
among the skills that he said
educators should have is
computer compe~enc.YI
especiaUy for deslgrung 10structional materials.
Computers " will be absolutely essenllal for tbe
continued effectiveness of
public education," the handout
sara· innovate rapidly and
effectively, educators must
share information with otber
educators about their innovative experiences, he said.
He also said there should be a
means by which evaluations of
innovations can be exchanged

THE "Arrow Parents
Survival Guide " is a
newsletter he publishes at
the beginning of each school
year to inform parents of his
grading policies and expectationsforthechildren .
Parents are anxious to
support their children and

SEARCH, from Page 1 - SIU-C president, Dennis said.
" We have a range of calldidates from people we're w,ry
exciled about to the other end,
of the scale, stressing of course
that these are recom mendalions. not decisions, "
hesaid .
Dennis declined to say how
many candidates were in the
" very-exciled-about" categGry but said there were no
fundamental dis agreements
among committee members

about who the strongest
candidates were.
Despite th e delay in
reviewing the files of the other
20 to 25 candidates, Dennis
said upcoming stages in the
search, such as an on-campus
interview with students ,
fac1,ity and staff, should go as
plf,nned.
" I still think we'll be on
scl.edule. 1 hope we'U have an
on-campus interview by late

sample, you could be waiting
an additional 48 hours ,"
Conder said.
Boil order s usually are
issued if drinking water tests
positive for contamination, he
explained.
" It's also more expensive for
small communities to ship
water samples" to Champaign
rather than have the testing
done locally, Conder a dded.
The Carbondaie branch,
located in the state's Department of Public Health
laboratory
on
West
Chautauqua , has the sole
function of testing for contamination in drinking water
for all of Illinois ' counties
south of Effingham.
About 22,000 drinking water
samples were tesled at the lab
last year, said John Craig,
Carbondale la b director. Most
communities in his. testing
area, including L"e Umverslty,

have their water examined at
least once a month.
If the IEPA Lakes the auditor
general's advice onl.y the
IEPA's portion of eqUIpment
and persoon~1 would be a.ffecled, leavmg the Pubhc
Hea lth labs uns ca thed ,
although the IEP A has
assisled the Department ?f
Public Health in some of thell'
studies, said Robert Casteel,
[EPA's Divis ion of Land
i'olution Control spokesman.
He said the Carbondale
IEPA branch Lakes up about
$65,000 of the ageney's $3
million annual statewide tab
program budget.
The Carbondale IEPA lab
was created in 1983 after a
similar audit determined that
six members of the Manon
IEPA's eight-person lab
sho ul d be relocated to
Champaign and two to Carbondale, Schien saId .

June, he ~aid .
It
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Judge rules Texaco can pay
$2.3 million payroll taxes
WHITE PLAINS, N .Y.
(uPIl - The judge ha ndling
Texaco Inc.'s bankruptcy case
ruled Thursday that the oil
giant can pay federal taxes
owed prior to fil ing for
protection under Chapter 11.
In the U.S. nankruptcy
Court of the Southern District
of New York, Judge Howard
Schwartzberg ruled Texaco
could pay $2.3 million in
payroll taxes after archrival
Pennzoil Co., Texaco's largest
unsecured creditor, posed no
objection.
The nation 's third-largest oil
company and two subsidiaries
filed for Cbapter 11 under the
U.S. Bankruptcy Code Sunday
to protect its assets from
Penmoil in the firms ' $10.3
billion legal feud over Getty
Oil Co. ownership.
Texaco stock was down 1~ .5
cents to $31.125 a share at midafternoon,on the New York
Stock Exchange. Pennzoil

slock was up $2 to $78.50 a
share.
Schwartzberg also said he
received a motion from a
Texaco shareholder to dismiss
thl> Chapter 11 peti tion.
But the judge returned the
motion , filed by Houslon
bankruptcy attorney John
DoNofrio, who owns 10 Texaco
shares, l5ecause it was flawed
technically.
DoNofrio said in a telephone
interview '.hat Texaco filed for
bankruptcy " in bad faith ." He
said Texaco, which repeatedly
had threatened h i seek
bankruptcy protection, contradicted its original reasons
when it actually filed .
Pennzoil has said it is considering challenging Texaco's
bankruptcy filin~, butPennzoil
attorney Kennetn Klee told
reporters outside the court
Thursday the Houston-based
company was studying " a
number of options."

While in Chapter 11 Texaco
will keep appeali ng a
judgment of $10.3 billion, i·, c1uding interest, that Pennzoil
won in 1985.
A Houston jury found Texaco
illegally enticed Getty Oil Co.
to back out of a planned
merger with Pennzoil. Texaco
acquired Getty for $10.1 billion
in 1984.
Klee, fellow Pennzoil attorney Michael Crames and
Texaco bankruptcy lawyer
Harvey Miller appeared in
court Thursday on a Pennzoil
motion that it be allowed to
continue actions responding to
Texaco's appeal in Texas
courts.
A Houston state appeals
court Monday recessed indefinitely further proceedings,
saying Texaco's bankruptcy
filing halted addi tional steps in
litigation pending against
Texaco.
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A.H. Robins sets up compensation fund

STROH'S

RICHMOND, Va. (UPIl The A.H. Robins Co. filed a
reorganization plan Thursday
that includes establishing a
$1.75 billion trust fund to
compensate injuries arising
from the company's Dalkon
Shield contraceptive.
The pha=aceuticaJ giant,
which sought protection under
Chapter II of federal
bankruptcy laws in Augu~t
1985 in the wake of thousands
of Dalkon Shield injury claims,
will contribute $75 million to
the fund. The balance would he
covered by a letter of credit
(rom a syndicate of banks
headed by Manufac<urers
Han.over Trust, ~aid James
Roberts, a Richmond lawyer
who advises the firm .
Roberts told U.S. District
Judge Robert !\lerhige and
U.S . Bankruptcy Judge
Blackwell Shelley tha t
Manufacturers Hanover has
issued a "letter of credit" for
up to $500 million available for
the fund.
"The letter of credit, we
believe, bas the same certainty of payment as cash,"
said RoI!<;.ts, who added that
Robins needs to find more
hanks to contribute to the fund .
"We think it is a fair plan,"
said Roberts.
Merhige said he was p'leased
that a plan had been filed
Law y,~rs
representing

$9. 99
$9. 99
~~~~_~~_~~:~~~~_. ___ _.$5.99

stockholders, creditors and
claimants now must study the
plan before it is approved.
Robins also will have to
dete=ine exactly bow many
Oalkon Shield claims a re
valid.
Thousands of women have
filed claims against the
Richmond-based company
over its Dalkon Shield intrauterine device that was

marketed in the 19705. Robins,
which took the crab-sbaped
IUD off the U.S. market in
1974, bas never acknowlpged
negligence in manufacturing
the ci:evice.
Tt,e claims, filo!d by women
in 8(1 countries including the
Uni<ed States, allege injuries
'.-anging from defective births
to infertility a nd in .... . hlE: cases
death.
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Sl.00
VEACH

SHORTSTOP
Weekend Special
Vess Cola &
Flavors
1123 E. Walnut
Carbondale
457-5912

CARBONDALE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT '95
Carbondale, Illinois
PRE·SCHOOl-KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION·SCREENING
ATTENTION PARENTS
Pre-school and Kindergarten registration-screening for the 1987/88 school
year will be held April 28 - May 2, 1987 at Brusl-o Administrative Center,
400 West Monroe, Carbondale, Illinois. All entering students must be
screened before they can be assigned to cl asses. Appointments are
necessary and can be made by callirlg Brush Administrative Center at
457-3591 between 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. from April 20 - April 24, 1987.
Students enrolling. in Pre-School mllst be three (3) years old by September
1, 1987 and not eligible for kinderg?rten. Students enrolling in Kinderflarten
must be five (5) years old by Octo ber 1,1987.
Verification of birth is required at time of registration. Students enrolling
in District 95 must have, as required by Illinois law, records indicating
that they are in compliance with the immunization and physical exam law.
William Thomas
Superintendent
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BUD&
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MILLER &
MILLER LIGHT ,,,•• con• . __ • ___
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,,""'.. ______..$4.71
$8.99

co.. con. _______

Plaintiffs win discrimination
suit against N.Y. Daily News

FCC obscenity guidelines
not confined to '7 words'
WASHINGTON (UP!) The government warned
broadcasters Thursday of a
new crackdown on language
that goes beyond the famous
" seven dirty words" and
prf'-miscd

stricter

en-

forcement of bans on the
airing of offensive material.
The Fe de ral Communications

Commission

ruled that tele'/ision and
radio stations wm have to
adhere to narrower standards of what can be aired
permissibly, primarily on
the content of the material
and the time of the
broadcast.
In the last decade, the
FCC said, broadcasters
have relaxed definitions of
what is offensive material,
using almost exclusively the
"seven d;rty words" as a
yardstick.
But the FCC said it now
will return to applying "the
generic definition of indecency ," defined as
" language or material that
depicts or deseribes, in
terms patenUy ofiensive as
measur~ by contemporary
community standards for
the broadcast medium,

sexual or excretory activities or organs."
That definition came from
the FCC's 1975 Pacifica
decision, upheld by the
Supreme Court in 1978, in
which the "seven dirty
words " were ruled to be
obscene material not
suitable for broadcast.
Thursday's FCC decision
will apply to American
radio and television
stations . Officials said
violaters would be subject
to fines and the ultimate
penalty in the broadcasting
industry -loss of licenses.
" What we are doing bere
today is to correct an
altogether too narrow interpretation of decency,"
said FCC Commissioner
Dennis Patrick, expected to
take over from Mark
Fowler as chairman of the
agency next week.
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Mayor denies using drugs I'
ATLANTA (UPI) - Mayor
Andrew Young confirmed
Thursday his name was on a
list of alleged cocaine users
given p<'lice by the estranged
wife of civil rights leader
Julian Bond, but be called
allegati<llL<; of his involvement
"ahsolutely ridiculous. "
Young denied ever using
cocaine and said he never has
seen the drug - "ex~-ept in the
movies."
" Any allegations about my
involvement with these kinds
of drugs is absolutely
ridiculous," Young told a City
Hall news conference, less

than 24 hours after returnik
from a three-week trip arouha
the world.
i
Several blocks away, a
:ederal grand jury opened i ts
investigation into aDegatiqns
by Alice Bond that lier
husband aod other prominent
public figures bave used
cocaine.
. L '
The grand jury reporl.e(lJYj
will focus on wby three Atlanta
police narcotics delectiv."j
were removed from the~
' j
vestigation aod given
.
assignments one day
they filed a written report lOlf
the allegations .
I

Try Our

Seafood Buffet

r-------------

The jury also found the
newspaper retaliated against
copy editor Ca usewell
Vaughan , reporter David
Hardy , reporter Steven
Duncan and editor Joan
Shepard when they complained of unfair treatment.
The four journalists sought
b.1ck pay and promotions they
said they had been denied.
Attorners said the jury will
reconvene Monrnty to set a
timetable for the awarding of
damages.
"This is the first case tha t
has analyzed the practices of a
major metropolitan daily
newspaper in the United States
and how it discriminates
against blacks," Alterman
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2 keys for the price
of one with this AD
(American " Key" Only)

MURDALE

CnllJames
1-800-367-6690

TRUE VALUE
529-3400

__~!!'_Al'~!:..o.£~~.£!!.J

Plant Sale 2 for 1 plus dollar
Cymbidium Orchids $4.95

All for $8.95
145 W. Vienna St., Anna
(618) 833-4722

Register to WIN a
SPREE SCOOTER

The EASTER BEAR will be
here giving away balloons!
FREE Refreslvnents, Door Prizes & Rowers Given away!

~~~n~ IL~~'~

D~ Flower Company

Every Friday Night from 5pm to 9pm

Steamed Crab Legs
Oysters
Clams
Crab in Shell
Catfish Nuggets
Shrimp
Scallops
Crab Balls
Catfish Strips
Frog Legs
Hush Puppies
Cod Fish Nuggets
Clam Chowder
Soup

"The Daily News .. . remains
convinced tha t it did not
diseriminate again,t four of its
black staff members in the late
1970s and early 19805," said
Jack Dunleavy, assistant to
the publisber.

$812

Dino's Too
Includes Salad B,3f

The Daily News, the nation 's
largest general newspaper
with a daily circulation of 1.3
million copies, said it would
appeal.

KUALA LUMPUR
$935
SINGAPORE

KEY

at

All You Can Eat

Sdid.
"Every newspaper in the
country is 100khil at this case,
and blacks in the media,
es pec ia lly in h ig h-level
positions, now will not rear to
go further ."

DISCOUNT
AIRFARE

I
I

Fowler said, "Is this the
way we want to entertain
aod inform and inspire
people in the audience? Is
this a legacy you, the
broadcasters , want to
foster I perserve and
bequeath, "

NEW YORK (U P !) - A
pry's decision that the New
York
Daily
News
discriminated against four
black employees is a landmark
ruling showing " the little
people can beat the big
people," says a lawyer for the
journalists who filed suit.
In a case that could have
impact in neow:sroom s
nationwide, a U.S. District
Court jury late Wednesday
agreed with the plaintiffs that
the Daily News gave them
fewer promot:ons , worse
assignments and lower
salaries than were given to
white journalists with comparable experience and
qualifications.

DAno"A
RADIAL 70
OUTU"E LEnEIt

'47.]9
Size P 195/70R·13
P20S/70R-14-$S3.76
P21S!70R-14-$S6.58
P22S!70R-14-$S9.49
P23S!70R-14-$62.20
P225!70R-lS-$60.90
P235;17OR-lS-$63.68
P22S/70R-lS-$66.58

~the

FUN!

Chlamydia disease costing
nation $1.4 billion per year

Scientist: U.S.
may be missing
real cancer risk
WASHINGTON (UP!) " :::hemophobia " may be
leading to over · r~gulation of
some chemicals iliat are far
less likeiy to ~ use cancer
than nab.!r1l1 substances in

t.everages, air and

1000,

wa ter a noted researcher
I

~a id Thursday.

V ,·itir.g in the journal

Science,

Bruce

Ames ,

chairman of the department
of biochemistr:, at the
University of California,
Berkeley, said low levels of
chemical pollutants in the
environment present
minimal cancer r isks
" relative to the background
level of natu r al carcinogens."
" We are ingesting in our
diet at least 10,000 times
more by weight of natural
pesticides ilian of manmade pesticide residues/'
Ames said.
" Obviously prudence is
desirable with rega rd to
pollution, but we do need to
work out some balance
between chemophobia with
its high costs to the na tional
wea lth , and sensible
management of industrlaJ
chemicals," hesaid .
" If you spend a II your
time on trivia, you miss L'le

impor ",nt thi ngs," Ames
said. " We need to set
priorities.
Ames a nd two associa tes
calculated possible cancer
hazards from lifetime
human exposure to substances known to cause
cancer in rats and mice.
The three dozen s ubstances
included
pollu tants,
pesticides , foods , food
additiv es , drugs aroa
chemicals encountered in
tht' workplace.
II

The university said the
study was "the first effort to
rank the potential bazards
to humans posed by real-life
exposure to dozens of ...
substances known to cause
cancer in animals."
The scientists foun d
cancer bazards from daily
consumption of raw
mushrooms , basil, peanut
butter. wine, sake or beer,
for example, were many
times grea ter tha n the
potential haza rds from
re si due s of banned
pesticide s
ethylene
dibromide a nd DDT, or
chemicals iliat lead to the
condemnation of some
California wells.

CHICAGO
(U P !.)
Chlamvdia , the most common
sexua lly trans mitted disease
in lhe United States, costs the
nation more than $1.4 billion a
year, primarily because of
(;erious complications in
w omen ,
go vernmenl
researchers r eported TbursdRy.
Dr. A. Eugene Washington of
the Federa l Centers for
Disease Control sair! the study
i1ighiights the need for more
active screening for the
bacterial infection in women,
who account about half the 4.6
mlllion new cases every year
but nearly 80 percenl. of the
medical a nd related costs.
"Ever y sexually acti ve
woman who is of child bearing
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About three-quarters of
these costs ($726 million in
direct medical costs a nd $687
million in days of work lost due
to illness ) can be a ttributed to
an estimated 402,200 pelvic
infections in women.
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irritations. of the eyes, nose
and throat and ultimately
could cause cancer of the
mouth, nose and lungs.
Various federal agencies
bave studied the effects of
for maldebyde since 1978. In
April 1982, a type of insulation
using formaldehyde was
banned.
Although Lbe ban was later
overturned, urea-formaldehyde insulation is no longer
widely used.
Richard Hefter, the EPA
official wbo headed the risk
studI' estimated iliat formah..e.'::yde i!1 mobile homes
could e.ontribute to two cases
of cancer for every 10,000
people who live their entire
lives in mobile homes.

1l

ALL SAUCONY

'CR)1[ rS .

Chlamydia tracbomatis has
been r ecognized as <I sexually
trans mitted disease for only
about 15 years, but is now
more common ilian gonorrhea
a nd sy phillis combined. The
bacteria are considered a
major c..use of pelvic infections , ectopic pregnancy
and inferWity in women. They
also cause pink eye in infants
and urinary tracl infections in
men.

PIII!!I'I-l!II----R!i

who is not absolutely certain
she does not bave chlamydia

EPA says formaldehyde
probably cause of cancer
WASHINGTON (uP!) The Environmental P rotection
Agency concluded Thursday
iliat formaldehyde, a chemical
used on fa brics and in constr uction materia ls, is
probably capable of causing
cancer in humans.
The EPA's finding now goes
to other federal agencies and
departmt'1lts within the EPA to
determine whether other uses
of formaldebyde shou·ld be
regulated. The most likely
area where new rules could be
proposed is in mobile homes.
Presenting a report on tbe
risks of the chemical , the
agency said iliat studies on
humans and animals showed
that breathing traces of formaldebyde could lead to

should be tested for this at
least once a year ," said
Washington, who works for the
Atlanta-based CDC out of the
University of California at San
Francisco.
A second CDC study indicates all wome n with
gonorrhea should recieve a
two-drug regimen iliat would
also kill chlamydia, " since
between 25 and 50 percent of
women with gonorrbea also
have a chlamydial infection,
whicb in most cases may show
no symptom~," Washington
said.
Reports on both studies were
published in the Journal of the
Am e r ic a n
Me d i c a l
Association.
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For Sal9
Auto
Parts & Services
Motorcycles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Miscellaneous
Electronics
Pets & Supplies
Bicycles
Cameras
Sporting Goods
Recreational Vehicles
Furniture
Musical

For Rent
Apartments
Houses
Mobile Homes
Rooms
Roommates
Duplexes
Wanted to Rent
Help Wanted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
Lost
Found
Entertainment
Announcements
Auctions & sales
Antiques
Business Opportun i t i es
Free
Rides Needed
Riders Needed
Real Estate

510n Photo by

Graduate student John " Dull" Medwedell
sands t he Memphis bench in the Faner
Museum sculpture garden. The bench was

designed by SIU-<: alumnus Jim Wallace,
director 01 the National Ornamentel Metel
Museum in Memphis, Tenn.
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(I) Carbondale's Radiator Specialists

From -

Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian Classlfleds by
Friday , April 17th. Make check s payable to the
Daily Egyptian . For mom details call 536-3311 .
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WHAT A RELIEF IT IS-

Classifieds Work
Every Time!

A YALA INSURANCE
457-4123

Place your
cla..lfled by
calling

nwall

EXHAUSTS 4's into 1's

Sl30 and up
TIRES
~ 19.95 and up

ST!EREO

549-0531

SAB~ NAUDIO

210 S. Washinatf)n

TOle" SA-90
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VOGLER MOTOR CO., Inc.
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Dear College C raduatleS'
YOi;If:!r MotOf' CO. IS happy to announce

NOW IS
THETINlE
TO
ADVERTISE

the College G raduate Purchase Program

What ~ this mean to youl It means a new Ford or N\erClJry with no down
payment. p(~appt'oved fmancln&. AND S4OO.00 cash II I

....

,

D.......... ""

UW311

25 % off

CONTACT

MICHELLE

OPEN EWRYDAY 1(k..-n.q,tn
Aft.r by t."!'P1 . only

1313 $oul!h St.
MURPHYSw.:HtO, IL
M<i.3771

536-3311
EXT. 213
i
I

I

What's the catch you ask?
1.

You must receive at least
and October 1. 1987.

2.

You have verifiable emplovment beainnin, within at

ill

I
I

I

B:.cheh:»r's Decree between October 1, 1966
J~a.st

,
I

I
I
I

120 days
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I
I
J
I
I

3. Your salary will be suffident to cover your usual Ii-.i"t ~l(penses and
a car pa.vmenL

.c.

Your credit lecord. if you have one, is in aood sUndiOi,t.
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The change you've
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• Carpet
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I~ ~
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Get
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Sun at. ••.

Discovu Va1I-Comer of Wall & CoUeg"

MAKE
NEXT TERM
THE BEST TERM
OF YOUR LIFE.
We've got quallty bou.lng for .lngle.,
doubt.,.. and small groups. We've got
w.~he.rat dryeR, microwavee. WE'VE
GOT GREAT NEW TOWNHOUSES
FOR YOU.

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT
457-33IU

Lewis
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Summer leases
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at d&'OUnted rates
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~,:,.~r~~: ~:.t~·. s:~·SO:ii'Ic, ••
NIC£ "

~"b:':.~C:~~ ':r belrm. . =~'~'/~ ':!'~ ';.r:.~:.' wo,.,.
_-:'if. ~J:;:'~HiD AC UP ' C 5~t~
:::.. ,~ Wo:':h :=.J~~~';J=~ S2,f()"., ~nth.·NoP.I.°fu. ,9. , .
905

re"'.

....

""·11

.
•
5'1J1'bl.2
TOP C'OALE lOCAnON. IUTnl.h.d.
dom • • "l'I pel•. Coli 634" 0
5· 13", . . • ,
.
57-roabl53
3 IO«M NEAR Ie(' c.ttt.r C.dor
g~IC

=.~1:.'t~ ~~~.ro::~

COb/MtI. AC. "'e. plo«l 5.,·3973.

"SO
4·"-11 .

.. .
.
S662ibl']
NEW 3 .a.M cxrou lfOII"I
Ct'fIl., 2 bolh•. "/dlrt; "Ion doon
fo prlvel. polio. br.olrlosl bor.
IoIve fOOItI.. C-04r.
or 5.c9·J973
566-41b1']
SPACKX/S IRICK FU,HISHED or
unluml.~. 3« • bedtocwn Q u;.ol
OI'eo '51·5'116
' -30-11 . • • • . . . .. 5ZS31b1 4-4
• 8ED*OOM. 2 both. hug. t.ou.,.•.
Ironl potdI. pt'lvol. bodcyord J(W E
Collev-. I·9!5-2567.
"30-., . . . . . . SJl'ibl'"
AVA'LAILE MA Y 15. 2 ond ho"
bdrm. 1102 Corlco. SJ25 , _ bd'rm.
11 04 C«1co SJOO Avo/I. AU; 15 5
belrm. 221 L_I.Ln. 1525. rwo bdrm.
MobI,. Hom • . S IlO. S.9-111O.
. ·30-17 ...
.. 52551b1 ....

"c.

dl,h_...

'.DI•."57·''''
'·11·"
. ... ..

'8DlM. FUINISHEC or
I~ '(DNJ. "Ice

,,"furnh~.

".,,,hbfNhood.

:;:,r&YO~"UI~~:~--=.

519· 1101.
5-13·J7 .• • ... . • .. • S612IblS3
3 IDtrM HOUSE on W~ 'd. Nice
ron:I. btg k-ftchefl. 'or
",W.,
wflh "P'1on lOT loll " . , o".r for
S.9-101' .
.. . . . . . . S."lbI36
' · 20·"
COMFO«rAIlE 3 'DlM . .-I HW

.umm.,.

' ' ' '1' 1'1'

=;::.::;: :~':2n':~
"'vvu'" un.

oreo. AC. o ... ollobl.
s..c9-J'913,
S· ...7
• . . • . . . 569-fl.bl'"
ONE aEOIOOM COUNTRY Jocoffon
COlhedrol C'e'lllng.. slldlr.; 0101.
door •. lor". 101. U.S. /"d. heol ond
_ 1.,.. 5'9·3913.
5· ... 7
.
•
56931b1'"
GCEAf LOCAllOH. 3 cmd • bdr,."
hous .. ~hl"'J t.\e l ee CI,. Furn.•
ondunfurn.. 549- 107ofter I pm
5"'" .. . . . ..... 569O&D,.6
COUHTI,( S£T1IHG 1 bdrm. 01,.
corpel , wol.,.. pel~ . .. 51-6956. 51'9·
2102. 5'19· 1735.
5·"'7 .... .. . • . ..... ~abl41
EJC1'IA HiCf 2 Idrm HoouN wonl.d
fo r..,.,1 fo #omlty or odu/tl $.lSO mo
Avellobl.MGy '5th . s..c9· 4935.
5-- 13,'7 . . . . . . ..• 571OiblS3
FOUl IlOCXS 10 Com,.,. • • bdrm.
_".icept. fum lsheel ~ • . no peft.
l'tOU . u.c·5911. s.e • .oa26
5· 1·.7 •••.•.. . •• SIOllb ' ''9
MOUt,N 3 BDRM '-'00.1. Foml/r
room. ben_nt C'entrol 0 " . I'IOfvn:lI

::;~~~~~~" ;:.~W::::'

-f..23-17

...

. .... . 57f31b 139

~~~=Of~V~~~:

- " In.uloled. s.soo "., monlh
begln"' r.; .u",m.,-. ObcOl,"' with
,-.or In••. C;l1I S.9""35.
5· 13.. 7 ..•. . . . . n19ib'S3
FOUl ItCi"XS TO Compul . 3 bdrm.
_1I.hp'. h.'1'ftIstt.d t-n •. 1'10 pe".
INS. 634·5917. S.'-OI26.
5·1,'7 . .... .. .... SIOOIbl.c9
2. l • • 01' 5 Idrm All CJreOI of city
ond dos. 10 CGmpul . Fumh~ cmd
urrfuml.tt.d. ,ond " month ,eo....
Coli "oulltyont I.,.rol•• 4S7.S66.c
4-1''''
.... _ ........
54'31b1l5
__
__
ON

1. . . . 1101. ,...$1 . ....... ""'_

........ .

-... ...... tott. 2....d2• • IOO_.
~~.

2. '''' ...... t.tOfl ..... ~WeI .

_ ........

5p11t ........ . . . . .. ',...,..Med 2

..........

I1.-..AI~

'. ,...,
_~'''''2'''''_.
... ,4.an_.

s. sn

~.

, MnI. __ 4

.......M.,""" .... ,_. . .

--.

,..,... •• 25_. .....

.. NW. ...." ....... . . . . . , - .
1~ • ...,..01 ...... ..'

4

1. II"LW. . .. ..... ',...,..

..........

Med'_.UIS_. , . .....

• • lIat- W....... 5a.1mt. ' , . , - _ _ l 1IJ5_. ........, ... ~

.........

~

Zll<*W_ IJ_ ~ . ''''''

10

..- .........

''' . . . .. _ / 4. 1 ,.... ' - • • 12:'1
_H.et • ......,~.
. . f4 . • IJV-"". AII

S~

J 29.aJlI

~k>c<

' . 2O.j7 . . .
SlI •• bIJ6
5 .£CROOM WITH Flr.ploc.. S/6D
".,,,.,son • Idr", .", Mill StrHl.
1165 ~ ".,.on. 5,.;·519' mom lngs

....

' ·20·'7 ,
57aaBbl36
'1BORM HOUSE. do •• 10 tClmpu', no
peI'J .57..596
5SOOBb,.6
S...·.7 .
FUINISHfD HOUSES . 3 adr"" 40S f .
Snld«. SlOO Summ.,. SJ90 F·S; 1
Idrm. .,0 S. Wcnhl"""Ott. 1100
Su",m." 1270 F· S. 2 Idrm . .,3 E.
FreeomofJ. S100 Summ.r. S]1O F-S: I
adrm, .col 5 Wo.hlflgton. 1 I SO
Su,."m.,. S2JO F·S, you por utIli .
5'19-lSIlor5'19· It20.
' · 22-11
S816IbIJl
FUINISHEO 2 IDRM. Nlc. lellc'-t.
wol., pold . corpellng. AC. 401 Holf
N Sprln;w. CI01i. 10 Hollotto /. 1'1:15.
549·J9JOor5'19· I]II.
Sl'21bI36
CAItPETED 3
k-Itmen.
AC. qul., oreo. Ioro- 'fONI. MDWfng
done. S..o5 5.c9·J'9JO, 5'19- I1".
'· ~7
. 5I'31b136

'.20-., .............

'DiM. '0tV.

NKf

1~U

'fiMOOM.

~

"oon. CWfM'I. bl; yoNl. flrep'ou I.
193... 195 ....Iff'I Inv·
.. " .. 7 ..•.•.•• . .•. lS04Jbl3'
LAItGE ] nolr'( • Idrm. HouI. 5
blk. 10 Brush 1-... on "0,* 51.
torQe .~ /own. gyollobl. Moy.
5'19-1'"
5· 11·11 . . .. . . • S.503ib152
QUIET. M'IORO l0CA1fOH. 1 p i",
b:lrtn .. oppllonces Ind .. ...o.her ond
~. no petl. ~po"1 S275 per
mo. 617·3751.
.•.• 5.c99,bl40
• ·24.,7 •. "'"
J 101M.. 1 bolh. AC. _d hookup.
fur-nl.heeI. qul.'. rieon. bl; yonI.
A voll Moy 15. 5' 9·6591,
6· 16·.7 ....•.•.•..... SS671b1S4
• BDflM HOUSE. Fvrnllll«l. 1500 mo.
Summ.,- dl.counl wflh leo••. '51·

'.<ll

. - 11.. 7 ....

5"·

HOUSING

Now
Available
_ _ ....III.. tv
• I • 2 a.droom Anchor.d
- Nat., Fu rn; ~ • Carpeted

E-vY SovI"9 ~ Unde.plnnod
• New . loundromot Foelli',"
- NoNroI Gcn
• NQ Quiet & Oeon SeHing

• Neor Compu.
• Sorry No
Ac:t:epted

'.ts

for_~1on

... to _

Ph. 457-5266
Unl ....lty Hel,hh
MoIoIIe_&t •
Mon-F,; 9-5 Sat 10-2
Warren Rd.
(Jusl off E. Po rk 51 .)
AhoSome~aApt :.

'·30," ...... ..

'orlcvl.w Mobil.
Com. by ond._

........

51. 9kl17

SU'AME. AND FAll . _ , . , . .. ~m. 'IINII.h.ecI op.... deon.

pe' •• ,.,,' S Il5

I

roo

mo. Lo-:.oI.d]
mI. eo.t of Unlvws lty Moll. S.9·6612
dcrys or s.e9·3002 o'f9r5pm,
" "-11 ...... . ... _ .. 52311c1'2
MUIDAlE HOMES. CAItJOHDAlE. 2·
bedroom, wal of CofI'\PUS OM
Murdo'. SMJppIr.; C.",.,. '" SW
res/deftl/o' or_. 01 T _ r lo,d ond
Murphr. bcwo Rood '" ~ .~ "",11.. •
pet'

4·".,7
, . 51l1kl4J
LA.GE SELECTION Of biro nle.

t::;~!.~7!,~~~~r;;.t'.:.~c~

IOC'OI.d In 0 .moll. CfII'-' ~k- negr
C'Omptli . Ho pen. 5.c9-0491.
5.13.'7 . . . . . . . . . $ll3klS3

Dec'.,

REH1 NOW FOIr 8.. ,
L_ _ '
t.",.
,ro/I.rs. wo/k- to .c~I .
S I25·SJ50, 10 wfde· I.c wfdel . 1·3
bdrm The
QO ',"I. • 0 hurty'
519.'''''.
' ." .• 7
5611.cl 4.

be.,

be.,

1_...

:::.:. ~•.;. ~i;::;='· .!:! f.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~=~'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
w I'" Itl own .~ bulldlr.;.
Skirt", ond vnderpl"n.d. onchor.d
with .,_1 coM... hord·.urloce
ond pewllln". ond ",,,hl
l'vhtl"". Con ..... nl.,.,'r kxot.d. ' ,.....
mlnul ••. oboul2 mil •• 10 Compvs or
Downlown on cIty .Ir_tl. no
hlghwoy 01' ,ollrood tD slow troWe.
Ow:•.., prO'Vlde ref",. pickup.
"~ClU mo:.vl"" . • now ..movel from
d ty .Idewolln. ond ",,,hl I,,,hll,,,,,.
Lorg. loti • • hoded Ir.... pt'lvocy.
SfJmm.r ond Foil rotes. .Ignl""
INS.' _ . Coli ' 51·735] 01' 5'19·
5777. Offlc. 01 711 Soulh PoplOl'
51,_1.
52691e146
•.
5--f.."

.I'HI.

GIANT STEP UP IN
MOBILE H OM E I.IV IN
2 and J Ikdroom
ae 9 10 E. Park
You'Ulovc:
eCreat new location
- Sun deck
e StO t ~a:c build inc
- Lighted pa rkin,
2 .. nd 3lkd room
at 114 E. Collcgc
- Waahert, Dryer.
e Naeural pscconomy
eCablc r.v.
e umpu.closc
e Central Air
P .S. Lca5C5l1art
Summer or Fall
Sorry, n o pets
Call
~ ..

Su.I. o'Au .. , ~~ ~

4~e'r!3jY21

~

•

"Duplex" Mobile Home Apts,
Two miles east of U-Mall; 200 yards west of " Ike Honda" ;
Country selling. Clean. Furnished; Cable TV available,
Summer SemHter

Sl00 security deposit; Renl SUS per month, gas. water.
trash pick-up is free durinB the summer. no peU
fall~hle,

Sl00 depmit; Renl S135 per month; heat. cooking. woller
& trash onlV S35 per month; 9 month conlract; no peU

Ottesen Rentals & Real Estate Services
54~12 days/549·3002 evenings

'·11...,
.. . ...... ' 55,.,b'"
WANTEO 1 SUSlfASE.S 1« .umm.,
bcftm house It.", S125 plUi

A GREAT SELECTION OF
HOMES fR O M THl fOlkS
W HO CARl ••.
e ~ bedroom KOnomy in this
older bul SpaCIOUS home al

722 N. Carico. Startina: 1 June
,t onlv 5300.00 per month.
. j bedroom spaciousness in
this priced fllhl home a l
601 N "'rico Laree yard •
CreCit parkina l! r:d l ecently
remodeled InlettOf. Startln,
, June at on~ M20.00 monthty
- 5 beOooms at iI ~
YVInP at 4i.0 W Sycamore,
stanm, 1 June this home IS
fully furnlsfW!d wilh plenty of

--.--

pan,"&- W••chour""",

Su'I~Aun
~~ ~ I·
.S7·3J2J . . ~

PaJle22, OailyE&YJlllan, A..PfiI17, 1987

f.II 0fJd r_mmol.. 0 k_

PltvA1E I()()M StIMMEl ond foil
Fuml.hed. 011 IIIIIm.... dos. 10
('(Imp"'. prlvol. r.'ri". '57·SOIO
day.5"- I5.c1 .......
' ·10-17
.•... .. .
.5O'19ad1J6
FUINISHED OHE AND 0 holl ~odcs
Irotn compvs. VIlli',.. pold 11 10".,
mon,h for .umm., onlr '53·5 " .
do,. ond 5'9·5596 .Ylff'ling'
54467JdIJ9
4-23·'7 . . . _. ...
LARGE FUIHISHED ~ In house
do•• 10 C'Ornpfn . Summ'" OM fo'l
wffh 0 11 VIII",.. po/d. 5"·
3174.
""7·"
. 5211Jd141

'J"mo.

'11101...9'" OiFn:Htcfl 'SJ·J9. , .
' ,""7 .
• • . . . . . . 59191bIJ1
H W. CA.~NOAU 1 ledrOOrrt••
oppllortcft onty. gus ' - t. no pelt..
,.-.o."!.os. Awoollobl. Moy IS Co(/
.fS1·1591
' ,' 4-t.1 • .
•. . . .• . 5926ibl4O

'fOUr

4-29•• 7 .
. ' SJ161cl4J
11 AHO ,.
Wolkl"", (/1.tfmU
10 SIU. n ce a"g .hody yonI• • AC.
'1INI1.tt.d 1'10 pe'" 5'9·0195
. • 56961c13'
' .22.17 . ,.
SUI4.E1 FOIf SUMMfl. H_ 2 bdr", •
lurn . dos. 10 compvs Co li JfJI,.
536·2261 after 4:"'« 519-32'2
' .20."
•.
51151c136

"'." .

on~ In '

w ith

"'..... WI"

w I. .

3 IEIMOOM COTTAGE. a-,p Moll
Fumlt.hed, by moll. 1'1 mo leo, • . 1'10
pel,. SJ75..-::o 529· 1"".
"23·'7 ,
. . . . . 5511iblJ9
5MAU HOUn. " . . , It. CGmploll . On.
« 1 belrm . ~.fl l elfK Periecl 101'
coupl. A.k-Inv
5'19·:'1631
"""7
• . •••
59251b137
2 101M. ONf ortd on.·holl 1"1'1 1 north
0' II. 5 i. E"ro nle. In qulel
r.""',Ioi 0' _. Corpel.d AC.
SlSO. S.9·:HW2.

quorl., DI VIII",". " In'_ated coli

CAUGH1

wi . . .. S I50'OI' 12wfde., SJ.50'or , .

.. SJI5lb l15

IOOHIES I ENEItG'\" EFFIOENT ]
Idrm 0" .'-'c1rfc 1225/ AppIJorM:ft.
_,.,.• •• _ 111m 50·JI.50,
' · 22,'7 ... . . . .. Sl911bIJl
iWO IEDIOOrM IfANCH 11"1'1 1 ecnl.
;OS heell. oppIl~' Onty USO I
Immedlo"ty ovellobl• . 5.c'·lISO
' · 22.. 7 . . . .... .•. Sl978b11.
NtCf 3 '0lM. ho/dwood lloon.
Iw."Ioc.. Iorg_ yord. .mcl.", , .
'93... 195 ....."Irt;•.
59"lb,.,
$TAITING AUG. OR Moy. dos. 10
cornpus • •• fro n lc• • I. 1 or 3 OM'
bcirm.. fum. I",ul No pe1. ,wf.
'101 . .
"2'-11 . ... . ...
5"6,bl'2
GOOD· NA ruUD
HOUS£MATE
wo",.G 101' "G'1)- " le. 3 ~
~ •• mc"""r 11,KJtnlwd. IIC. 54'·
2251.
.. 5'nI.bI U

....

NICE I A'(D ~ belroom . fU'n"~,
AC. _'er. rllOlotJObl. M~ wllh
" ,m,."., dl.counl « '011, ph.
,f051af'.,!opm.
. 571'11c14O
. ·,.·.7 . . . . .
] BDiM CtOSE 10 ~';'""puto ot'Id
COU"'ry IOC'OI/O". 9 montt.. leo•••
gyo /lobl. Coli Poul Sryanl '1ff'IIol.
. 57·5664.
' . 11,,7 .
5'92lel35
17 '(EAIS IN Mobil. Hom. Itlff'ltol.
For knowledg. of MoM. Hom •
Iliff"". cited: wilh us Ilrsl. 1hen
compot.
No oppOl"''''.'''
n«... Oty . Sorry. no ,..",. Q ui.'
olmolph.,... 2 ond J bedroom
hom••. GIIIIOfi Mobil. Hom. Potlc •
Clos .. ' pork 10 compu. In lown. 6'6
E Pork-. 10lfonn. MobIl. Ho..,. "ork• Clo •• '0 Compvs . " . 5 I Soulh. 5.,·
1113.
....11.. 7 .
. 5284lcl51

pork.

, ~~,~'r:~:

O«M 101' .umm.,. , b40cJc

ond AC. I.",~.

' . 17·'7 .. .
. . . . . 57.71bIJS
6 BDRM HOUSE . Dr I... . 2 blocks
wolk-Ing dlllo~ lro,." compus. '57·
lin cloy. O1ik for MorM-: S7f· IS.7
...... . AI.o 1'Iov•• ncnyotfl.n. PI~.

E.

Home • • 519· 1.12'.

~S~'!: !'::xtc;r.rsioo~::'~'M~::~~
V.,..,'W:""NTfD:
nle.. lorge lIving or.o
5473.
CoII '57·.. 7f
' · 17·87
,
5n51c1J5

compus .

It

=:;:y,.~J(:"~-:~roOu;:,~

,
. IIId. nt'J ul• • hoded 101.

r.2~J:~-3973. OM,-or ':~ibI4O ;:::l:~SU
2 THIU 5 B.droo,." Houn.
Avellobl. in AuQvtl Con...-nl.",
1OC'011on. ond r.osonobl.
5'9·
311'.
.
5'1101b'"
' ·2'·"
• • 1)ItM, HOUSE Corrwl.d. • fo ..... ond
fridge-. • bI~ lrom rompvs S300
mo lumm.,. SSOO mo. 101/ ColI '51.
4OJOott.f 5 pm.
' · 21" ,
.
S211ibl "
STAI TING AUG 0Ir Moy. do.. 10
compu. . . ." '0 n'e.. I. '1. 3 or 4
belr", . fu,n . Inlul No pet. 'w9·

DOHT

Fa ll / Spring Con tra ct .
Rates Starti ng at

$145.00 per month
Free Use of Pool

CARBONW.E MOBIlE HOMES
2 miles nor1h of SlU on Hwy 51

PH: 549-3000

~u~t ---'
~='~¢=~~~~~

Cablevl,lon
POit Office lox
City Water
City Sew...

Tnnh Pick Up
lawn Service

a..---~ CALL

NOW
&

-. .

The ladies of

~z

THE HANDYMAN · lAWN ~r.g .
Yord--k. , . _ 7rlmml"5l. Hou"htiI.
,,·,I/obl. "eolOttoble "01... ' S7'016 .
" · 20·'7 .
.••
Sl16EIl'6
AIO.TlON? Con.id .... odopfloll
,hrOOJOh ., Ik.n.ed OSIefI<'J' wI'~
(hrl.' io n c:-oupl..
Op.tt O f
,rod/llonal oclopflon 117·'"'· 75'..6
c:-ollec1
' · 20·81
.
5' ''6~ 1J6
TYPING DISSERTATION AND rI .• si.
lh'ed w ith Grodvol. School '57' 71 ' oI'e,Spm
, ." ."
.
514'1£13 7
HANDYMAN ~'tTH PICKUP wll ' d .cln
Gnd haul Gnylh ' tt"
Ir." WI
ond r.mGved. CO'li 519·345 7
' ·19·"
51'U I4l ~
'rYPING AND YIORD PrOCM 11r.g
Poper--ks . 175 5 m'rtOIJ ~""nd
WuKfry. rerm pOp«"I . rhftn· t 'fl' •
on Grod Sc:-hool 11.,. ' •• vm. . 1.,.
,..... book,. leg'" .tilling.

would Li.ke to
congratulate
Janet
Schill
on her academic
achieve ment
this past year.
We
are very proud
of you and the
award you
recieved .

""'0.

ct'.'u.".

~:-;u~~:'; w!...ttc~f1;:.;;;;s •• p

. . .. .

5· 13-17 ..

:

••
5676E153
-·OlUHEIr HOME IMP'O VEMENTS
... 0&11. ,",ome ond r.Sld.n tiOI'1

:.:';~~~:~g .~";CCI,'o

pot:X".,.

Roommat . .
7 GilLS NEED I more person Very'
n'ce hewn 301 Cedom.w S 150
mo. eoch per'S0t'I . 519·3515 or 0 7·
'33'.
52338.13'
4· 27·'7

~6.~ 5i:Ol~y;r~:,r::~:;:' 5';;

3513
' -71 ·87

...

.

yc;:::"!':.

perl _. No lob 100 .moll. 52t.
112'
4 30." _.
.
. . . 5392£1 44
Vli)EO MEMOIIES.
W.dd lng. .
film 'rons'"". 1",lKon~.
'l'ou nom. If. _ ,~ II. Coli 45 1.
0514.
5-5."
. . .... 5453E 147
JIM'S pt.4()NE INSTALLATION. 3 lock.
onywn.,-. In YOIJI' hom. 'Of" $40.
Work guorOtt'..d. molerlo l Incl. I"
yr ••p . Coif' "'91-'409
4·11 ·'7 .....
_..
5111E137
TYPIN G THE ')'-:-:~E JOO E Mollt,
Sull. NO'. 5 Co,, 549·3517.
5 ·8·81 . ... ..
. _... S!08ff50
TYPING- WORD PROCfSSING
b ·
c.lI.lt l ov... nlg 11 'Vl h fob1 01 moll
recnonobl. '0"" Coli 5.. 9 .....3 ..
5· 17-17 .. .. .
. SU5EI51
THE NEW ElECT'ONIC S.""'c.
e.nl.r.
AudIo .
V ld.o .
TV'1
.pecloll. , • . 519· 4' 11. TVfl. TnlJl's.
SoI. IOoml06pm
" -23-17 . ... .. . .
5852EI39
:HE FAITH TEMPlE Infonl Do,. Cor.
C.tt'", hoI opening • . 6 wk. 105 yrI .
,,_" Ittlo. cull 519-35..6. 8 om 10 5 pm
5· 11·17 . • •.... ••
NEED MONEY fOR SlImm... 1 ~ 0'
Iisl 01 I_ lnternt rol. r:r.dit c:-ords.
.end $ 1 (PGnd H) to' P. O. So. 3573.
Corbondol• . ll6?907
57UE135

573 18. 131

1 FEMALES FOIl Sum",... ond Foil,

UO per mo For detG U, coli TI", 0'1
07·6193.
.. . . . . .
54.... 131
' ·11 ·"
FEMALE K)()M.MATE WANTED 10
.hor.......,. n' ce two bel.'"" dupl ••
for .u",m.r only. Vet'}' recnonGbI.
r.n' ond close 10 C'O"'pus '51·1608
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Delta Zeta
would like
to
congratulate
Blbl Chrldoff
on her
eIcelient
performance In
the debate early
thl.month.
We think you're

terrific!
Best ofLuck
in your
ture debates!

Congratulations
to the 1987-1988

We Love You
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..... , ....•. 5766G1 3'5
LOST SUNDA Y; "Shlrf ~ Pock., Memo
Pod of
Importonce. ..leItt")'
Gohby'l . a_rd. Call 549·3627.

Best of luck
to you and
the club next
year.
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Phi Beta
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Long-knocker, low-scorer
Kozlowski leads
women golfers,
take~, it in stride
By Darren Richardson
StaHWriter

Although her last four
rounds have been in the 70s
and s he ' s been named
Gateway Conference player of
the week two weeks running,
Saluki junior Tina Kozlowski
remains unassuming about her
golf game.
"I'm happy with ~le way I'm
playing now," the 20-year-old
marketing major said, smiling
and looking bashfully to the
ground. '.'Bilt there's always
room for improvement. "
Kozlowski 's motivation to
constanUy better her game
dates back to her cbildhood in
Valparaiso, Ind., where she
grew up playing golf with a
brother one year older and
several of his friends.
" When I was growing up I
had to play with all the boys,"
she said . " Until ' got to high
school, , had to hit from the
men's tees in all the local
tournaments. , think that may
be why driving is the strong
point of my game, because ,
h..ld to hit the ball farther for
my size than they did."
Kozlowski was eight years
old when she got a set of golf
clubs she could call her own,
and she prompUy put them to
good use. She challenged the
links of the Valparaiso Country
Club on a regular hasis,
playing in junior golf leagues
during the summer. Within
three years, Kozlowski's game
was good enough to ea.n her a
tournament win.
'" was 11 when I won the
nine-hole championship at the
club," she said. "M)' score was
somewhere in the high 405."
Kozlowski has blossomed
from her days of sibling golf
rivalries a nd kiddie tourna ments. During her s·enior
year, she was recruit2d by
such universi ties a5 Indiana
and Michigan, but settled on
SIU-C for a variety of reasons.

___________

N o m ~'
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8',;>xll-Whlle·Setf Service
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FREE COFFEE WHILE YOU MAKE YOUR COPIES

710 Bookstore

Gatsby's

II II

Caru's

NOWYOU --I
CANGnTHE
HOmSTPiZZA

5 t1ff Photo by Bill West

Tina Kozlowski watch~s th. flight of her drive at Jackson
Country Club Tuesday. Koz swings ~ streak of four 70s rounds.

" , really liked the campus
here," she said. "The people
seemed friendly, and' felt that
, could make a difference in
the golf team."
Junior Vicki Higgerson, an
electrical engineering major
from Be ll eville , fee l s
Kozlowski has done just that.
"She's a super asset for the
tea m, definitely the leader at
practices and tournaments, "
Hil',gerson said."She's always
ready to help the players and

'I II

IN TOWN
IN 30 MINUTES
OR LESS.

won't let the rest of the team
get down."
Fir st-year Coach Dia ne
Daugherty agrees with her
players on Kozlowski's influence.
"Sbe's a good Ullnker on the
course and S<!<lIDS to keep
getting better and better for
us," the coach said.
With all the praise levie<:
Koslowski's way, it might
See ·KNOCKER, Page 25
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With $750 Down
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Sales Tax
Is Included
Celica ST Coupe

87 Tovota Celica ST C(Jupe: Front Wheel Drive, 2.0 l DOHC 16 Valve
Eng., Elec.t, Fuellnj., 5-Speed Overd rive, Power Fro nt Disc Brakes, Power
Rack & Pinion Steering, Full y Indp. Suspension, Re,clining Cloth Bucket
Seats, Center Console, Tach and Gauges, AM StJFM MPX ETR, Int.
wipers, Digital Clock, Remote Trunk, Rear Defogger, Air Cond itioner, Trim
Rings, Carpeted Floor Mats, All Weather
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Get ' 1.00 off any pizza . Not valid w ith
other offers .

~ __ ~~~~~0{~______________~

·9.99 Special
Get a 16" two-Item pizza and four cans
of Coke. for only '9.99. No coupon
required . Not valid with other offers.
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DELIVERS·

Men golfers
hold seventh
into last round

Rugby men go,
women tackle
Mizzou at home

The SIU-C men golfers hold
se\'enth a mong a 22-team field
a t th" Ra il in Springfield and
(,llter final round action today.
The golfers opted to attend
class rather than play a
practice round at the club that
plays bost to an LPGA event.
Coach Lew Ha rtzog said,
" I'm sure they'U do hetter,
now that they've g~t a feel for
the course."

MEN'S RUGBY : The
undefeated men's rugby
team will take on the
Elgin City Club at Elgin
April 18 at I p.m. It wiU
be the 4-0 ruggers last
regular-season match
before tourr...ment play
begins.
WOM EN'S R UG BY:
The 3-2 women's rugby
team will batUe Mizzou
April 18 at noon. The
match will be held 2,t the
Grand Avenue F'ields
across
from
the
Recreation Center instead of the rugby pitch
because
ROTC
helicopters will he using
the field for a demon-

Jay Sala, Bobby Pavelonis
and Mike Tucker carded 755 on
the Par-72 course. Mark
Maslauski finished in 80, and
Jeff Mullican, who burt his
neck in a car accident, did not
fare well at 84 strokes.
Northeast Missouri leads the
field with a

round=~of~292=.:~=str=ati:·on=.=====~

Friday is Margarita Day
M
Margaritas
Dos Equis

II/d~

$1.25
$1.00

~

Red Stripe
Stoli & Mix

seem that mo"" is expected of
the talented junior than she
can ddiv€I' but ~.he sees things
differently.
" I don't think there's any
a dded pressure on me by being
our number one golfer because
we're all friends on the team,"
she said. " We're just a groop of
golfers oot there trying to
represent our school to the best
of our ability."
After playing two seasons
for for mer women's golf coach
Sonya Sta lberger , who
resigned the position to
become a stockbroker ,
Kozlowski views Daugher ty a s
a boon to the team.
" Coach Daugherty seems to
intrinsically motivate us in·
dividualIy," she said. " Her
support and team spirit has
helped to mold us into a team
that works well together."
Kozlowski sees golf as a sort
of " live and learn" sport.
" Yoo almost have to make
the mistake in order not to do it
again," she said. " U yoo're
one stroke off the lead on the
18th and yoo start thinking
ahoot the tournament insteaa
of concentrating on the h9le,
yoo'U druble bogey or do
something careless. So the
next time you're in tha t
situation, chances are you
woo'tdoit again.'1
AlthotW! she's had many
memoraDle moments that
stand out as i81- &t; her ~
dividual accompIishments go,
such as 12 rounds in the 70s this
spring alone, Kozlowski hasn't
abandoned tbe original
reasons that brought ber to
f

sru~ .

"To win as a team is the
most important thing to me.
It's no fun if yoo !l0 out and
have a good ga me if everyone
else has an of( day."
Kozlowski, who leads the
Gateway Conference with a

average through 16
rounds, sees th~ upcoming
conference
championsbip
tournament in Wichita, Kao.
April 24-25 as a great 0pportunity for the entire team.
" We've got a couple of
special reasons we want to
repeat," she said. " We want to
give Pat Putman, our only
senior, a memorable finale.
And we want to show Coach
Daugherty bow exciting it is to
win a championship."
And with the dedication she,
ber teammates and coach
continue to display, the modest
h_ier's wish may very well
comp. true.

$1.25
$1.25

77 .9

DAY "16HT DA"CI : AnACK!
with CIL-FM's Sttvie'T'
• Current Top 40/CIub Favorite's
• Plus a Few of Your All.Time Favorites
• Dance Contest· Grand prize· 30 day Oasis Club
Membership
• Corona . $1 15
• Fanzia Wht. Zin. Coolers· $1'·
75
• Hot Shot· .50¢
• Bermuda Triangles. '1
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SENIORS, from Page 28 - centrates more on defense and quit with an injury like this,
w!'en she's al bat, she just but I decided to mentally
overcome it," ShuP'1'tsaid.
swings for singles.
Brechtelsbauer said Shupryt
Espeland has played n
games for the Salukis a nd has has a tremendous knowledge
46 hits in 173 tr ips for a .266 of the game to go along with
career hatting aVl!rage to go excellent bat control and an
ability to read defenses.
along with 12 RBI.
Shupryt descrihed playing
Shupryt came in and made a
softball at SIU.c as a lea rmng
quick Impact on the team .
In 1935, her fi rst season, experience that has allowed
Shupryt was selected team her to see different attitudes
MVP and made all-eonlerence and talents. " I ha ve a ton of
while leading the Salukis with memories," she said.
Riedel is an outstanding
a .341 batting average that
ranks sixth on the SIU·C all· base runner and has a great
personality , Brechtelsbauer
tim ~ list. Shupryt also set the
sch",,! record 46 hits during said.. " She keeps us loose V'lth
he-r hurnor."
one season.
Riedel has pla yed in 70
Shupryt has collected 101
games
and is 8·for·10 in stolen
hits, seven game winners and
:>3 RBI. Sbupryt also holds the bases. She has scor·'!d 22 runs
sehool record for most doubles '!lid knocked 12 RBI . Riedel led
the team in walks with nine
in a career wi th 16.
ThL year Shupryt has had las t yea r and has a total of 19.
" Softball keeps me in school
back problems that don 't
always allow her to play beth and in shape," Riedel said. " I
also play because I just want to
games of a doubleheader.
"A lot of people would haw
have fun."

Coach B disagrees
Softball C08ch K~y Brechtetsbauer has a
different opinion Illan that of the umpire
during the SI~ 0". !ndiana State game

earlier this season. The Salukls play two
Gat_ay Conference doubleheaders at
home this weekend.

WOrJlEN, from Page 2 8 - - - DeNoon

s aid .

•'The

bad
Not
top
;: thIetes is
the K"nsas

w~.a: her Te.,lly took its toll.
sim~le one of our

a

schobrships
healthy for
Relays."
With key relay people injured this week, DeNoon looks
I,'r strong individual perfonnances from hurdler Kathy
Raske (seeded fifth going in),
heptathJete and higb jumper
Sue Anderson and longdistanc:e star Vivian Sinou.
Ras'k e is the Gatewa y
Conference's top..rated 100meter hurdler, having beat
defending GeAC champion
Angie Taylor of Illinois State
two consecutive weekends in
the event. Last year, Raske set
a n SIU.c record ill the 100

MEN,
from Page ?8has the best long jump mark
at2~ .

.

hurdles at the Kansas Relays,
clocking in at 13.98 seconds for
a sixth-place finish .
Sinou is rated No. 1 in the
Gateway in the 3,OOO-meter
run, while Anderson is rated
tops in the conference in the
high jump. Anderson's best

ellort in the high jump is a
school·record five feet, Dine
inches, set at the Saluki Invitational March 9.
Sinou, who missed much of
the indoor season with a
muscle tear, is SIU.c's No. 2
aU-timp.3.000 runner at9 :45 19.

...
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Harrer is also ranked second

fo ~~~allilr~ w~th~~~s:;

throw and shot put with throws
of ',69-5 and 54-9 34, respec-

tively.
Eric Biimball is listed sixth
in the discus at 143-1 snd fifth
in the shot put at 49-1.
Behind Bradley in the long
jump competition teammates
Larry Holloway is fourth with
a lea.p of22-914, Aaron Smith is
I?.nked seventh at 21-1112, and
Modiba Crawford is eighth at
21-1014.
Crawford is also third in the
triple jump with a leap of 4Hi

12.
Mike Michels and Shane
Weber are r anked second and
third in the pole vault with
efforts of 16-3 and 16-2,
respectively.
In the high jump Demep
'Ibeocharous is third with a
leap of 6-10 and !!'ammule
Clark Dixon is fifth With a
jump of 6-8.
[n track events Da"id
Lamont is ranked fint in !he
5,OOO-meler run with a time of
14 minutes 27.65 secoadI. Jaclr.
Shepherd and Ken~ Leek are
ejpth and tenth in the event
wfth times of 15: 13.52 and
15:20.94, respectively.
Pettigrew is second in the
1,500 meters with • time of
3:t8.42 and Lamoot is fourth at
3:50.70.
In the 10,000 meters
Shepherd is fourth ~ time
of 30: 4U2.
p ...~~JfCJJIP¥..IfIII1"-l'.
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INC.

USED CAR RENTALS
Carefully Reconditioned
For Dependable Da ily Rental
Now our Biggest Advantage is Twice the
Advantage Offering New Car Rentals
with comparable low prices.

• Ask about our ,.:nstom van rentals
--~---------------------~

Get • .;:qualnted coupon

10"llto~0....e_ ..... reatal.

SO Free}k.... lor oar.-.......
at ,,12.915 per day-.l0 per mile

I
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Minimum trade allowance of 81200 on any
1984 newer car or truck this week
4/18/87 :4/18/87

Sign up for &ee give.....ys - Sat.

Grid battles, Boosters BBQ

RESURRECTION
CELEBRA TION

Hot scrimmage
cooking for Dorr,
squad at P.H.S.

3:()()"4:30 PM
SIU STUDENT CENTER

By 51.... M.rrIH
3tatfWriter

AUDITORIUM/THEATRE

Saluki foothall fans will get
the best of two worlds
Saturday morning if they
make the tri p to Pickneyville
HighSchool.
Besides getting to see the
1987 edition of the Sa luki grid
team, fans will be invited to
attend a barbeque sponsored
by the SaJuki Boosters Club.
Tbe barbeque is slated to begin
at noon, immediately after the
scrimmage. The scrimmage
beginsatIOa.m.
As of Thursday morning.
Saluki coach Ray Dorr had led
his squad through 10 full
practices and one scrimmage,
and he says be's quite pleased
with " every angle of the game

we can look at.

MULTI-LINGUAL
Service trana la ted into MANDARIN, KOREAN.
SPANISH and FOR THE DEAF.

H ours
lOam·3am
Wed·Thurs
IOam·4am
Fri·Sat
IOam·5am

"I'm not yet ready to say
that we're going to be a better
team than last year, but I do
see a lot of things that are
leading me to believe that we
can be a better team," Dol'!'
said.
Comparing tJ-.is preseason
squad to last year's spring
roster, Dorr said he feels the
players simply know what to
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Jun ior K... ln Brown . earch•• for I rec.lver In I 9 of 17 ouling In
IIIfo g rldder's flrsl s Pflng s cri m mag •. Brown will lead '.h.
quarterback charg. Inlo th. second s crim mig. 10 I .m.
SalurdlY al Plckneyvm. Hig h School.
Dorr, who has led SIU-C remember not to carry their
through four s prings now, said personal battles off the field.
" We've got to be big enough
the area be's noticed the most
to go into the locker room, look
ino~ement in is the player's
abilities to compete against the other guy in the eye and
face the [act that we're aU on
each other.
' 'Last season and the year the same team," Dorr said. " If
before, the players seemed a we can't do that, then the inlittle reluctant to really get tensity would become a
fll'ed up and go out to play negative factor, but I haven' t
against each other in prac· seen anything like tha t and I
just don 't think its going to be a
tice," Dorr said.
"They might be going a little problem at all."
In other Saluki football
bit overboard rigbt now," be
said, reflecting on several notes, two more members of
scuffles that have occurred in the team have exited.
Mark Kleist, a 1Hl, 225·pound
practice. " TIley ar e so intense,
so enthusiastic, so determined defensive lineman, has been
- they' re reaUy showing some relieved of his football
obligations by Dorr and stafr.
intestinal for titude. "
Dorr said the intensity of the
Also departing is Ryan
practices would be good for the Schumaker, a 6-4, 221·pound
Salukis as long as the players defensive lineman.
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Sunday, April 19, 1987
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SAY "ELLO TO OO~
FAST. "OT' DEAL

tI

" They understand what
we're looking for as a coaching
starf," Dorr said. " Tbey know
what to expect from us as
coaches and they seem more
determined to provide what
we're wanting tosee. '1
Dorr said his assistant
coaches are now determining
three things about the players
competing for playing bme.
"First we delt>rmine who the
most inteUeg<,nt player is.
Second, we determine who is
the most willing to learn. And
then we must ftgure out who
has the best sbot to belp the
team," Dorrsaid.
A lot of names a re popping
into all three of the categories,
a fact which leaves Dorr 0ptimistic.
" Right now, the coaching
staff feels that 90 percent of
our players can help us out in
the fall." Dorr said "That
figure l~ves me feeling very
excited about the development
of our depth."
Dorr said depth would be 1
definite factor, as always,
when the real season starts,
and he's pulling top priority on
developing that depth
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Sports
MVC doubles

Baseballers
try two pairs
VS. Shockers
By M.J. Sta rshak
Staff Writer

SIU'{;'s baseball team and
the Wichita State Shockers,
both tied for first with Bradley
in the Missour; Valley Confere nce with 5-3 records, will
sl ug o ut back -to - b ac k
doubleheader s Friday a nd
Saturday a t noon on Abe
Martin Field.
Tbe Shockers (33-l3) swept
four games from Illinois Stale
las t weekend and boast a 21-4
mass a cre over Nebras ka
Wednesday. Wichita State has
powered its way into the top 25
in both the Baseball An" ';ca
and Collegiate Baseball polls.
The Salukis ( 25-9 ) knocked
off Big Ten foe Wisconsin in a
three-game series as well as
laking three of four games
from Creighton in their firs t
MVC matchup.
Slugging percentage may be
an important factor in this
weekend 's ga m es as the
Shockers have hit 87 doubles,
26 triples and 32 homeruns to

SIU'{;'s 56 doullles. seven
triples and 18 homers.
While the Shockers may put

~~uk~"sh~IS~ a~lel~~ fi~

cleanly, since they lead the
league in that department wi th
a .970 percentage.
Wichi ta State has averaged
three sWlen bases per ga me,
but SIU.{; catcher Joe Hall has
been impressive in nailing
would-be thieves. Ha ll has
caught 18 haserunners this
season. The Saluk is have 50
s tolen hases to their credit in
61 attempts .
The Shockers' offe:lSe is led
by Tim Raley, whc, is hitting
.374 with 35 RBI a nd six
homers a nd Rick Olivas,.323
average wi th 31 RB! an d ,,,homeruns.
SIU-C ace hurle rs Dale
Kisten a nd Todd Neibel are
scheduled to pitch Friday's
twinbill.
Kisten is 6-1 with a 2.38 ERA.
Neibel is 4-1, has a 4.39 ERA
a nd r.as struck out 29 in 41
innings pitched.
The Shockers will send
David Haas (9-1 a nd 2.87 ERA)
a nd Greg Brummell (6-2 and
2. 18 ERA ) to the mound
a gainst !be Salukis in F riday's
twi nbilI.

Springfield's Mathiot signs
Saluki b,~seball intent ~etter
Mike Ma thiot, of SI>,-ingfield,
: agned a letter of inlent tG play
baseball for SIU'{; and be
could wi nd up playing many
positions.
1" " ± i coach Richa rd " Itchy" Jones always seeks wellrounded athletes, and Mathias
fits that bill a s " the type of kid
who can play two or three
sports - he 's the city champ in
golf and went to state in lennis."
" He's a n offensive player

who will be able to fill in gaps
on defense," Jon....; added.
Ma thiot hats .420 with seven
homeruns. He s truck out only
five limes in 112 at-bats.
His high school coach, J im
Steinwart, says Mathiot " is so
versatile, he can do a nything
but pitch."
Although he has potential to
make the professional draft
this summer, Mathiot inked
the letter for Saluki assistant
coach Kirk Champion ThIJrsday evening at Springfield.

Stiff Photo by Ben M. Kufrin

Salukl center lIelder Steve Finley tags IIrst
base under the glove of E.ansvllle' s Rob
Maurer during a home doubleheader sweep

T' ,esday. Finley and company will challenge
MVC foe Wichita State at Abe Martin Field this
w.. kend.

Women tracksters limp into Kansas relays
~~:r"",an

Injuries still concern SIU'{;
women's track coach Don
DeNoon going into !be Kansas

Relays this weekend. Among
!be missing will be 1986 AlIAmerica field s pecialist
Rhonda McCausland.

McCausland is s uffering
from a p i nched ner ve
sustained in a November 1986
car accident, and will be lost
for the season, DeNoon said,
adding that !be team will miss
ber point totals from !be sbot
put, jave lin and discus. Sbe
holds the school record in each

event.
Also missing from tbe
Kansas Relays but expected
back in training next week are
sprint and relay runners Angie
Nunn and Carlon Bla~kman.
Both are suffering from pulled
hamstrings.
McCausland, Nunn and

Blackman were all sidelined
after !be SEmotion Relays,
April 3-4. Cold f,nd windy
weather at Cape Girardeau,
Mo., that weekend caused a
variety of Saluki injuri.,..
" The SEMO meet killed us,"
See WOMEN, Pag6 26

Gateway double-plays set at lAW field
Seniors saying
farewell in last
four home games
By Wally Foreman
StaffWriler

Three Saluki softball learn
members will piay their last
borne games this weekend.
F irs t the Salukill, 16-13
overall and 7-3 in the Gateway,
play host for a doubleheade!against conference rival
Western Illinois 2 p.m . today at
the lAW Fields. S!U'{; follows
with a borne doub~de!
against league foe Bradley at
noon Saturday.
The Salukis are tied for the
Ga teway's second place with
Wichita State 8Dd they need to Jenny Shupryt aDd Dana
turn the borne field .ilvantage Riedel will make their last
into four wbs for • good senior appearances.
Espeland is koourn for ~
chance to claim the conference
outstanding clefeaslve play al.
titifJ.
Captain Cindy Espeland, ih:.r<! bale, but this year she
Page 28, Daily Egyptian, AprIll7, l91J7

bas added extra offense wi:h a
.342 batting average.
" Cindy (elt abe could hit aDd
all 01 the bard work bas paid
off ,"
coacb
Kay
Brecbtelsbauer said. "She is

doing an outstandlDg job this

year aDd bas really helped the

team with ber leadership."

Espeland said she con-

s. SENIORS, Page 21

Track men
try for MVC,
NCAA
times
By Wally Foreman
Staff Writer

Men's track and field
coacb Bill Cornell said he
expects the Salukis to be
one of !be top three teams
at the non-scoring
Arkansas In vi tational
today and Saturday in
Fayetteville, Ark.
Cornel! said host
Arkansas and Missouri
will be strong leams and
he doesn 't expect much
from Tulsa and Oral
Roberts.
" At each meet we ace
looking for Andy Pettigrew, Bret Garrett and
Ron Harrer to qualify for
national s and f or
everybody to peak for the
Missouri Valley Conference Championships,"
ComelJ said.
As of April 12, the
Salukis have a few
atbletes atop tb.eir
respective events in the
MVC outdoor track and
field standings_
In field events Harrer
is first in !be discus with
a throw 01 184 feet 4 inches and Brian Bradley
See MEN, Page 28

